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Overview
Ovarian neoplasms consist of several histopatholog-
ic entities; treatment depends on the specific tumor 
type.1 Epithelial ovarian cancer comprises the major-
ity of malignant ovarian neoplasms (about 90%)2–4; 
however, other less common pathologic subtypes 
may occur. The less common ovarian histopatholo-
gies (LCOHs) include carcinosarcomas (malignant 
mixed Müllerian tumors [MMMTs] of the ovary), 
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Abstract
This selection from the NCCN Guidelines for Ovarian Cancer 
focuses on the less common ovarian histopathologies (LCOHs), 
because new algorithms were added for LCOHs and current 
algorithms were revised for the 2016 update. The new LCOHs 
algorithms include clear cell carcinomas, mucinous carcino-
mas, and grade 1 (low-grade) serous carcinomas/endometrioid 
epithelial carcinomas. The LCOHs also include carcinosarcomas 
(malignant mixed Müllerian tumors of the ovary), borderline 
epithelial tumors (also known as low malignant potential 
tumors), malignant sex cord-stromal tumors, and malignant 
germ cell tumors.
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NCCN Categories of Evidence and Consensus
Category 1: Based upon high-level evidence, there is uni-
form NCCN consensus that the intervention is appropri-
ate.
Category 2A: Based upon lower-level evidence, there is 
uniform NCCN consensus that the intervention is appro-
priate.
Category 2B: Based upon lower-level evidence, there is 
NCCN consensus that the intervention is appropriate.
Category 3: Based upon any level of evidence, there is 
major NCCN disagreement that the intervention is ap-
propriate.

All recommendations are category 2A unless otherwise 
noted.

Clinical trials: NCCN believes that the best management for 
any cancer patient is in a clinical trial. Participation in clinical 
trials is especially encouraged.

Please Note
The NCCN Clinical Practice Guidelines in Oncology 
(NCCN Guidelines®) are a statement of consensus of the 
authors regarding their views of currently accepted ap-
proaches to treatment. Any clinician seeking to apply or 
consult the NCCN Guidelines® is expected to use inde-
pendent medical judgment in the context of individual 
clinical circumstances to determine any patient’s care or 
treatment. The National Comprehensive Cancer Net-
work® (NCCN®) makes no representation or warranties 
of any kind regarding their content, use, or application 
and disclaims any responsibility for their applications or 
use in any way. The full NCCN Guidelines for Ovarian 
Cancer are not printed in this issue of JNCCN but can 
be accessed online at NCCN.org.

© National Comprehensive Cancer Network, Inc. 
2016, All rights reserved. The NCCN Guidelines and the 
illustrations herein may not be reproduced in any form 
without the express written permission of NCCN.
Disclosures for the NCCN Ovarian Cancer Panel

At the beginning of each NCCN Guidelines panel meeting, panel 
members review all potential conflicts of interest. NCCN, in keep-
ing with its commitment to public transparency, publishes these 
disclosures for panel members, staff, and NCCN itself. 

Individual disclosures for the NCCN Ovarian Cancer Panel mem-
bers can be found on page 1163. (The most recent version of 
these guidelines and accompanying disclosures are available on 
the NCCN Web site at NCCN.org.) 

These guidelines are also available on the Internet. For the 
latest update, visit NCCN.org.
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clear cell carcinomas, mucinous carcinomas, grade 1 
(low-grade) serous carcinomas/endometrioid epithe-
lial carcinomas, borderline epithelial tumors (also 
known as low malignant potential tumors), malignant 
sex cord-stromal tumors, and malignant germ cell tu-
mors. Fallopian tube cancer and primary peritoneal 
cancer are less common neoplasms that are managed 
in a similar manner to epithelial ovarian cancer. 
However, the LCOHs may be managed differently.

This selection from the NCCN Guidelines for 
Ovarian Cancer focuses on the LCOHs, because new 
algorithms were added to the LCOHs for the 2016 
update (see LCOH-1, page 1139). The new algo-
rithms include clear cell carcinomas, mucinous car-
cinomas, and grade 1 (low-grade) serous carcinomas/
endometrioid epithelial carcinomas. Other rare his-

tologies had been previously included in the LCOH 
guidelines and were also revised for 2016. These oth-
er rare histologies include MMMTs, borderline epi-
thelial tumors, malignant sex cord-stromal tumors, 
and malignant germ cell tumors.

The complete version of the NCCN Guidelines  

for Ovarian Cancer addresses all aspects of manage-
ment for the different types of ovarian cancer as well 
as for fallopian tube cancer and primary peritoneal 
cancer.  These NCCN Guidelines for Ovarian Can-
cer were originally published 20 years ago and have 
been updated subsequently at least once every year.5

A brief introduction to ovarian cancer is pro-
vided in the subsequent section. By definition, the 
NCCN Guidelines cannot incorporate all possible 
clinical variations and are not intended to replace 
good clinical judgment or individualization of treat-
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Clinical trials: NCCN believes that the best management of any cancer patient is in a clinical trial. Participation in clinical trials is especially encouraged. All 
recommendations are category 2A unless otherwise indicated.

OV-2

aIm SS, et al. Obstet Gynecol 2005;105:35-41. See Discussion.
bGoff BA, Mandel L, Drescher CW, et al. Cancer 2007;109:221-227.
cSee NCCN Guidelines for Genetic/Familial High-Risk Assessment: 

Breast and Ovarian and NCCN Guidelines for Genetic/Familial High-Risk 
Assessment: Colorectal.

dPrimary treatment should not be delayed for a genetic counseling referral.
eImaging performed with contrast unless contraindicated.
fPET/CT scan or MRI may be indicated for indeterminate lesions if results 

will alter management.
gOther tumor markers may include inhibin, beta-human chorionic 

gonadotropin (β-hCG), alpha-fetoprotein, lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), 
and carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA). See Discussion for usefulness of 
diagnostic tests.

hStandard recommendation includes a patient evaluation by a gynecologic 
oncologist prior to initiating chemotherapy. Published data demonstrate 
that primary assessment and debulking by a gynecologic oncologist 
results in a survival advantage. Patients being evaluated for neoadjuvant 
chemotherapy should be seen by a fellowship-trained gynecologic 
oncologist prior to being considered a poor surgical candidate. A referral to 
a gynecologic oncologist is also recommended for management of occult 
serous tubal intraepithelial carcinomas.

iAll women undergoing surgery for ovarian cancer should be counseled 
about the clinical benefi t associated with combined IV and IP 
chemotherapy administration prior to surgery. NCI Clinical Announcement. 

jSee Principles of Surgery (OV-A*).
k See Principles of Chemotherapy (OV-B*) and Management of Drug 

Reactions (OV-C*).

h   Standard recommendation includes a patient evaluation by a gynecologic 
oncologist prior to initiating chemotherapy. Published data demonstrate that 
primary assessment and debulking by a gynecologic oncologist results in a 
survival advantage. Patients being evaluated for neoadjuvant chemotherapy 
should be seen by a fellowship-trained gynecologic oncologist prior to 
being considered a poor nonsurgical candidate. A referral to a gynecologic 
oncologist is also recommended for management of occult serous tubal 
intraepithelial carcinomas.

jSee Principles of Surgery (OV-A*).

kSee Principles of Chemotherapy (OV-B*) and Management of Drug 
Reactions (OV-C*).

l  Pathologists recommend that serous ovarian cancer is either low-grade 
(most grade 1 serous tumors) or high-grade (most grade 2 or 3 serous 
tumors). See FIGO Guidelines (ST-5*).

mCompletion surgery after 3 cycles is preferred; however, surgery may 
be performed after 4–6 cycles based on the clinical judgment of the 
gynecologic oncologist.

OV-1

CLINICAL 
PRESENTATION

WORKUP PRIMARY TREATMENTh,i,j

Suspiciousa/palpable 
pelvic mass detected 
on abdominal/pelvic 
exam and/or ascites, 
abdominal distention, 

and/or 

Symptoms such 
as bloating, pelvic 
or abdominal pain, 
diffi culty eating or 
feeling full quickly, 
or urinary symptoms 
(urgency or frequencyb 
without other obvious 
source of malignancy 

Diagnosis by 
previous surgery 
or tissue biopsy 
(cytopathology)

See 
Pathologic 
Staging 
(OV-3)

All patients with 
ovarian cancer, 
Fallopian tube 
cancer, or primary 
peritoneal cancer 
should be referred 
for genetic risk 
evaluationc,d

• Obtain family historyc,d

• Abdominal/pelvic exam
• Chest x-ray or chest CT as 

clinically indicated
• Complete blood count 

(CBC), chemistry profi le 
with liver function test (LFT)

• GI evaluation for mucinous 
histology 

• Ultrasound and/or 
abdominal/pelvic CT/MRI as 
clinically indicatede,f

• CA-125 or other tumor 
markers as clinically 
indicatedg

Laparotomy/total abdominal 
hysterectomy (TAH)/bilateral 
salpingo-oophorectomy (BSO) 
with comprehensive stagingj or 
unilateral salpingo-oophorectomy 
(USO) (clinical stage 1A or 1C, 
all grades with comprehensive 
staging if patient desires fertility)
or
Cytoreductive surgeryj if clinical 
stage II, III, IV  
or
Patients with bulky stage III/
IV who are poor surgical 
candidates due to high-risk 
comorbid conditions or disease 
factors require evaluation by 
a gynecologic oncologisth for 
consideration of neoadjuvant 
chemotherapyk (category 1)/
primary interval cytoreductionh 
Tissue diagnosis prior to initiation 
of chemotherapy is required

See Findings and Primary 
Treatment (OV-2)

• Obtain family historyc

• Refer for genetic risk evaluationc,d

• Chest x-ray or chest CT as clinically indicated
• CBC, chemistry profi le with LFTs
• Institutional pathology review
• Ultrasound and/or abdominal/pelvic CT/MRI as clinically indicatede

• CA-125 or other tumor markers as clinically indicatedg

• Consider tissue diagnosis of metastatic sites

DIAGNOSIS BY PREVIOUS SURGERY

FINDINGSl PRIMARY TREATMENTh

Incomplete previous 
surgeryj and/or staging:
1.  Uterus intact
2. Adnexa intact
3.  Omentum not 

removed
4.  Documentation of 

staging incomplete
5.  Residual disease, 

potentially 
resectable

6.  Occult invasive 
carcinoma found at 
time of risk reduction 
surgery

7.  Incomplete lymph 
node dissection 

Adequate previous 
surgery and staging

Suspected stage 
IA or IB/grade 1l

Suspected stage 
IA or IB, grade 
3 or clear cell or 
stage ICl 

Stage II, III, IV

Suspected stage 
IA or IB/grade 2l

Surgical stagingj

Surgical stagingj

Completion surgery/surgical stagingj

Completion surgery/surgical stagingj 
or chemotherapyk for 6 cycles

Completion surgery/surgical stagingj

Completion surgery/surgical stagingj 
or chemotherapyk for 6 cycles

Tumor reductive surgeryj

Chemotherapyk for a total of 6 cycles
Evaluate for interval debulking surgery 
prior to fourth cycle of chemotherapyh,m

If observation considered

Suspect residual disease

Suspect no residual disease

Suspect residual disease

Suspect no residual disease

Suspect potentially 
resectable residual disease

Suspect unresectable 
residual disease

See Pathologic 
Staging (OV-3)

*Available online, in these guidelines, at NCCN.org.*Available online, in these guidelines, at NCCN.org.

*EPITHELIAL OVARIAN CANCER/FALLOPIAN TUBE CANCER/PRIMARY PERITONEAL CANCER

EOC/FTC/PPC*
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OV-2

aIm SS, et al. Obstet Gynecol 2005;105:35-41. See Discussion.
bGoff BA, Mandel L, Drescher CW, et al. Cancer 2007;109:221-227.
cSee NCCN Guidelines for Genetic/Familial High-Risk Assessment: 

Breast and Ovarian and NCCN Guidelines for Genetic/Familial High-Risk 
Assessment: Colorectal.

dPrimary treatment should not be delayed for a genetic counseling referral.
eImaging performed with contrast unless contraindicated.
fPET/CT scan or MRI may be indicated for indeterminate lesions if results 

will alter management.
gOther tumor markers may include inhibin, beta-human chorionic 

gonadotropin (β-hCG), alpha-fetoprotein, lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), 
and carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA). See Discussion for usefulness of 
diagnostic tests.

hStandard recommendation includes a patient evaluation by a gynecologic 
oncologist prior to initiating chemotherapy. Published data demonstrate 
that primary assessment and debulking by a gynecologic oncologist 
results in a survival advantage. Patients being evaluated for neoadjuvant 
chemotherapy should be seen by a fellowship-trained gynecologic 
oncologist prior to being considered a poor surgical candidate. A referral to 
a gynecologic oncologist is also recommended for management of occult 
serous tubal intraepithelial carcinomas.

iAll women undergoing surgery for ovarian cancer should be counseled 
about the clinical benefi t associated with combined IV and IP 
chemotherapy administration prior to surgery. NCI Clinical Announcement. 

jSee Principles of Surgery (OV-A*).
k See Principles of Chemotherapy (OV-B*) and Management of Drug 

Reactions (OV-C*).

h   Standard recommendation includes a patient evaluation by a gynecologic 
oncologist prior to initiating chemotherapy. Published data demonstrate that 
primary assessment and debulking by a gynecologic oncologist results in a 
survival advantage. Patients being evaluated for neoadjuvant chemotherapy 
should be seen by a fellowship-trained gynecologic oncologist prior to 
being considered a poor nonsurgical candidate. A referral to a gynecologic 
oncologist is also recommended for management of occult serous tubal 
intraepithelial carcinomas.

jSee Principles of Surgery (OV-A*).

kSee Principles of Chemotherapy (OV-B*) and Management of Drug 
Reactions (OV-C*).

l  Pathologists recommend that serous ovarian cancer is either low-grade 
(most grade 1 serous tumors) or high-grade (most grade 2 or 3 serous 
tumors). See FIGO Guidelines (ST-5*).

mCompletion surgery after 3 cycles is preferred; however, surgery may 
be performed after 4–6 cycles based on the clinical judgment of the 
gynecologic oncologist.

OV-1

CLINICAL 
PRESENTATION

WORKUP PRIMARY TREATMENTh,i,j

Suspiciousa/palpable 
pelvic mass detected 
on abdominal/pelvic 
exam and/or ascites, 
abdominal distention, 

and/or 

Symptoms such 
as bloating, pelvic 
or abdominal pain, 
diffi culty eating or 
feeling full quickly, 
or urinary symptoms 
(urgency or frequencyb 
without other obvious 
source of malignancy 

Diagnosis by 
previous surgery 
or tissue biopsy 
(cytopathology)

See 
Pathologic 
Staging 
(OV-3)

All patients with 
ovarian cancer, 
Fallopian tube 
cancer, or primary 
peritoneal cancer 
should be referred 
for genetic risk 
evaluationc,d

• Obtain family historyc,d

• Abdominal/pelvic exam
• Chest x-ray or chest CT as 

clinically indicated
• Complete blood count 

(CBC), chemistry profi le 
with liver function test (LFT)

• GI evaluation for mucinous 
histology 

• Ultrasound and/or 
abdominal/pelvic CT/MRI as 
clinically indicatede,f

• CA-125 or other tumor 
markers as clinically 
indicatedg

Laparotomy/total abdominal 
hysterectomy (TAH)/bilateral 
salpingo-oophorectomy (BSO) 
with comprehensive stagingj or 
unilateral salpingo-oophorectomy 
(USO) (clinical stage 1A or 1C, 
all grades with comprehensive 
staging if patient desires fertility)
or
Cytoreductive surgeryj if clinical 
stage II, III, IV  
or
Patients with bulky stage III/
IV who are poor surgical 
candidates due to high-risk 
comorbid conditions or disease 
factors require evaluation by 
a gynecologic oncologisth for 
consideration of neoadjuvant 
chemotherapyk (category 1)/
primary interval cytoreductionh 
Tissue diagnosis prior to initiation 
of chemotherapy is required

See Findings and Primary 
Treatment (OV-2)

• Obtain family historyc

• Refer for genetic risk evaluationc,d

• Chest x-ray or chest CT as clinically indicated
• CBC, chemistry profi le with LFTs
• Institutional pathology review
• Ultrasound and/or abdominal/pelvic CT/MRI as clinically indicatede

• CA-125 or other tumor markers as clinically indicatedg

• Consider tissue diagnosis of metastatic sites

DIAGNOSIS BY PREVIOUS SURGERY

FINDINGSl PRIMARY TREATMENTh

Incomplete previous 
surgeryj and/or staging:
1.  Uterus intact
2. Adnexa intact
3.  Omentum not 

removed
4.  Documentation of 

staging incomplete
5.  Residual disease, 

potentially 
resectable

6.  Occult invasive 
carcinoma found at 
time of risk reduction 
surgery

7.  Incomplete lymph 
node dissection 

Adequate previous 
surgery and staging

Suspected stage 
IA or IB/grade 1l

Suspected stage 
IA or IB, grade 
3 or clear cell or 
stage ICl 

Stage II, III, IV

Suspected stage 
IA or IB/grade 2l

Surgical stagingj

Surgical stagingj

Completion surgery/surgical stagingj

Completion surgery/surgical stagingj 
or chemotherapyk for 6 cycles

Completion surgery/surgical stagingj

Completion surgery/surgical stagingj 
or chemotherapyk for 6 cycles

Tumor reductive surgeryj

Chemotherapyk for a total of 6 cycles
Evaluate for interval debulking surgery 
prior to fourth cycle of chemotherapyh,m

If observation considered

Suspect residual disease

Suspect no residual disease

Suspect residual disease

Suspect no residual disease

Suspect potentially 
resectable residual disease

Suspect unresectable 
residual disease

See Pathologic 
Staging (OV-3)

*Available online, in these guidelines, at NCCN.org.*Available online, in these guidelines, at NCCN.org.

*EPITHELIAL OVARIAN CANCER/FALLOPIAN TUBE CANCER/PRIMARY PERITONEAL CANCER

EOC/FTC/PPC*
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Clinical trials: NCCN believes that the best management of any cancer patient is in a clinical trial. Participation in clinical trials is especially encouraged. All 
recommendations are category 2A unless otherwise indicated.

LCOH-2

iAll women undergoing surgery for ovarian cancer should be counseled 
about the clinical benefi t associated with combined IV and IP 
chemotherapy administration prior to surgery. See NCI Clinical 
Announcement.

jSee Principles of Surgery (OV-A*).
kSee Principles of Chemotherapy (OV-B*) and Management of Drug 

Reactions (OV-C*).
l Pathologists recommend that serous ovarian cancer is either low-grade 

(most grade 1 serous tumors) or high-grade (most grade 2 or 3 serous 
tumors). See FIGO Guidelines (ST-5*).

nSee WHO Histologic Classifi cation (OV-D*).
oPatients receiving primary chemotherapy will be monitored as follows:

1. Pelvic exams at least every 2–3 cycles
2. Interim CBC with platelets as indicated
3. Chemistry profi les if indicated
4.  CA-125 levels or other tumor markers as clinically indicated prior to each 

cycle of chemotherapy
 5.Chest/abdominal/pelvic CT, MRI, PET-CT, or PET as indicated.
p Data suggests select patients with serous histology may benefi t from 6 cycles. 

See Discussion.

OV-3

aSee WHO Histologic Classifi cation (OV-D*).
bDue to emerging therapeutics for specifi c histologies, there is value in identifying potential pathways for rare histologies and it may be useful for clinical trial 

recruitment. There are limited data in these histologies given their infrequency and it will be diffi cult to acquire prospective data. Individualized treatment 
may be the best treatment for these rare tumors. 

cSee Principles of Surgery (OV-A*). 
dLess common ovarian histopathologies are typically diagnosed after surgery. See Workup (OV-1).
eSee Principles of Chemotherapy (OV-B*) and Management of Drug Reactions (OV-C*).

PATHOLOGIC STAGINGl,n

Stage IA or IB

Stage lC 
(Grade 1, 2, or 3)

Stage II
Stage III
Stage IV

IV taxane/carboplatink x 3–6 cycleso,p

Observe
or
Intravenous (IV) taxane/carboplatink 
x 3–6 cycleso,p

See Monitoring/
Follow-Up
(OV-5*)

See Secondary 
Adjuvant Therapy 
(OV-4*)

Grade 1l (low grade) 
serous/endometrioid

Grade 2l 
serous/endometrioid

Grade 3l or high-grade

• Chemotherapy (See Primary 
Regimens (OV-B, 3 of 7)o

�Intraperitoneal (IP) 
chemotherapyi,k in <1 cm optimally 
debulked stage II and stage III 
patients (category 1 for stage III) 
or

�IV taxane/carboplatink for a total of 
6 cycles (category 1)o

• Completion surgery as indicated 
by tumor response and potential 
resectability in selected patientsj

PRIMARY CHEMOTHERAPY/PRIMARY ADJUVANT THERAPYo

Consider symptom 
management and 
best supportive 
care. See NCCN 
Guidelines for 
Palliative Care. 
Refer for palliative 
care assessment, if 
appropriate.

Consider symptom 
management and 
best supportive 
care. See NCCN 
Guidelines for 
Palliative Care. 
Refer for palliative 
care assessment, if 
appropriate.

See LCOH-1

See LCOH-5

Less common histology 
(ie, carcinosarcoma, clear cell, 
mucinous, grade 1 [low grade] serous, 
borderline epithelial, malignant sex 
cord-stromal/germ cell tumors)n

LCOH-1

DIAGNOSISa,b

Carcinosarcoma 
(malignant mixed Müllerian tumor [MMMT])

Grade 1 (low grade) serous/endometrioid epithelial carcinoma

Clear cell carcinoma of the ovary

Mucinous carcinoma of the ovary

Borderline epithelial tumors 
(low malignant potential [LMP]) See LCOH-6

Malignant sex cord-stromal tumors

Malignant germ cell tumors

Surgeryc and histologic diagnosisd

See LCOH-10

See LCOH-9

See LCOH-2, below

See LCOH-3

See LCOH-4

See LCOH-5

PATHOLOGIC DIAGNOSISa ADJUVANT TREATMENTe

Carcinosarcoma
(malignant mixed 
Müllerian tumors 
[MMMTs]) of the ovary

Complete 
surgical 
stagingc

Stage I-IV 

Treat per Epithelial Ovarian Cancer (See OV-3)
or
Cisplatin/ifosfamide 
or 
Carboplatin/ifosfamide
or
Paclitaxel/ifosfamide 
(category 2B)

MONITORING/FOLLOW-UP

See Monitoring/
Follow-Up (OV-5*)

*Available online, in these guidelines, at NCCN.org.*Available online, in these guidelines, at NCCN.org.

*EPITHELIAL OVARIAN CANCER/FALLOPIAN TUBE CANCER/PRIMARY PERITONEAL CANCER

EOC/FTC/PPC*
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LCOH-2

iAll women undergoing surgery for ovarian cancer should be counseled 
about the clinical benefi t associated with combined IV and IP 
chemotherapy administration prior to surgery. See NCI Clinical 
Announcement.

jSee Principles of Surgery (OV-A*).
kSee Principles of Chemotherapy (OV-B*) and Management of Drug 

Reactions (OV-C*).
l Pathologists recommend that serous ovarian cancer is either low-grade 

(most grade 1 serous tumors) or high-grade (most grade 2 or 3 serous 
tumors). See FIGO Guidelines (ST-5*).

nSee WHO Histologic Classifi cation (OV-D*).
oPatients receiving primary chemotherapy will be monitored as follows:

1. Pelvic exams at least every 2–3 cycles
2. Interim CBC with platelets as indicated
3. Chemistry profi les if indicated
4.  CA-125 levels or other tumor markers as clinically indicated prior to each 

cycle of chemotherapy
 5.Chest/abdominal/pelvic CT, MRI, PET-CT, or PET as indicated.
p Data suggests select patients with serous histology may benefi t from 6 cycles. 

See Discussion.

OV-3

aSee WHO Histologic Classifi cation (OV-D*).
bDue to emerging therapeutics for specifi c histologies, there is value in identifying potential pathways for rare histologies and it may be useful for clinical trial 

recruitment. There are limited data in these histologies given their infrequency and it will be diffi cult to acquire prospective data. Individualized treatment 
may be the best treatment for these rare tumors. 

cSee Principles of Surgery (OV-A*). 
dLess common ovarian histopathologies are typically diagnosed after surgery. See Workup (OV-1).
eSee Principles of Chemotherapy (OV-B*) and Management of Drug Reactions (OV-C*).

PATHOLOGIC STAGINGl,n

Stage IA or IB

Stage lC 
(Grade 1, 2, or 3)

Stage II
Stage III
Stage IV

IV taxane/carboplatink x 3–6 cycleso,p

Observe
or
Intravenous (IV) taxane/carboplatink 
x 3–6 cycleso,p

See Monitoring/
Follow-Up
(OV-5*)

See Secondary 
Adjuvant Therapy 
(OV-4*)

Grade 1l (low grade) 
serous/endometrioid

Grade 2l 
serous/endometrioid

Grade 3l or high-grade

• Chemotherapy (See Primary 
Regimens (OV-B, 3 of 7)o

�Intraperitoneal (IP) 
chemotherapyi,k in <1 cm optimally 
debulked stage II and stage III 
patients (category 1 for stage III) 
or

�IV taxane/carboplatink for a total of 
6 cycles (category 1)o

• Completion surgery as indicated 
by tumor response and potential 
resectability in selected patientsj

PRIMARY CHEMOTHERAPY/PRIMARY ADJUVANT THERAPYo

Consider symptom 
management and 
best supportive 
care. See NCCN 
Guidelines for 
Palliative Care. 
Refer for palliative 
care assessment, if 
appropriate.

Consider symptom 
management and 
best supportive 
care. See NCCN 
Guidelines for 
Palliative Care. 
Refer for palliative 
care assessment, if 
appropriate.

See LCOH-1

See LCOH-5

Less common histology 
(ie, carcinosarcoma, clear cell, 
mucinous, grade 1 [low grade] serous, 
borderline epithelial, malignant sex 
cord-stromal/germ cell tumors)n

LCOH-1

DIAGNOSISa,b

Carcinosarcoma 
(malignant mixed Müllerian tumor [MMMT])

Grade 1 (low grade) serous/endometrioid epithelial carcinoma

Clear cell carcinoma of the ovary

Mucinous carcinoma of the ovary

Borderline epithelial tumors 
(low malignant potential [LMP]) See LCOH-6

Malignant sex cord-stromal tumors

Malignant germ cell tumors

Surgeryc and histologic diagnosisd

See LCOH-10

See LCOH-9

See LCOH-2, below

See LCOH-3

See LCOH-4

See LCOH-5

PATHOLOGIC DIAGNOSISa ADJUVANT TREATMENTe

Carcinosarcoma
(malignant mixed 
Müllerian tumors 
[MMMTs]) of the ovary

Complete 
surgical 
stagingc

Stage I-IV 

Treat per Epithelial Ovarian Cancer (See OV-3)
or
Cisplatin/ifosfamide 
or 
Carboplatin/ifosfamide
or
Paclitaxel/ifosfamide 
(category 2B)

MONITORING/FOLLOW-UP

See Monitoring/
Follow-Up (OV-5*)

*Available online, in these guidelines, at NCCN.org.*Available online, in these guidelines, at NCCN.org.
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Clinical trials: NCCN believes that the best management of any cancer patient is in a clinical trial. Participation in clinical trials is especially encouraged. All 
recommendations are category 2A unless otherwise indicated.

aSee WHO Histologic Classifi cation (OV-D*).
eSee Principles of Chemotherapy (OV-B*) and Management of Drug Reactions (OV-C*).
fConsider molecular testing for GI malignancies.

LCOH-3

aSee WHO Histologic Classifi cation (OV-D*).
cSee Principles of Surgery (OV-A*).
eSee Principles of Chemotherapy (OV-B*) and Management of Drug Reactions (OV-C*).
gStandard recommendation includes a patient evaluation by a gynecologic oncologist.
hChemotherapy (IV or IP) has not been shown to be benefi cial in ovarian borderline epithelial tumors (LMP).

         LCOH-4

Clear cell carcinoma 
of the ovary

Stage IA-C

Stage II-IV

Borderline

IV taxane/carboplatine x 3–6 cycles

Treat per Epithelial Ovarian Cancer (See OV-3)

PATHOLOGIC DIAGNOSISa

See LCOH-6

ADJUVANT TREATMENT MONITORING/FOLLOW-UP

See Monitoring/ Follow-Up (OV-5*)

Stage IA-IB

Stage IC

Stage II-IV

Mucinous 
carcinoma of 
the ovary

If not previously done:
• GI evaluationf

• Carcinoembryonic 
antigen (CEA)

Consider 
surgical 
staging

Observe

Observe
or
IV taxane/carboplatine x 3–6 cycles
or 
5-FU + leucovorin + oxaliplatin
or 
Capecitabine + oxaliplatin

Chemotherapy (See Primary 
Regimens, OV-B, 3 of 7)e 
or
5-FU + leucovorin + oxaliplatin
or 
Capecitabine + oxaliplatin

ADDITIONAL WORKUPPATHOLOGIC 
DIAGNOSISa

Borderline See LCOH-6

ADJUVANT TREATMENTe

See Monitoring/ 
Follow-Up (OV-5*)

MONITORING/
FOLLOW-UP

         LCOH-6
LCOH-5

ADJUVANT TREATMENT

Grade 1 (Low Grade)
Serous/Endometrioid 
Epithelial Carcinoma

Stage IA-IB

Stage IC-II

Stage III-IV

Observe

Observe (category 2B)
or
IV taxane/carboplatine x 3–6 cycles
or 
Hormone therapy (category 2B) 
(ie, aromatase inhibitors [anastrozole, 
letrozole], leuprolide acetate, tamoxifen) 

Chemotherapy
(See Primary Regimens, OV-B, 3 of 7)e

or 
Hormone therapy (category 2B) 
(ie, aromatase inhibitors [anastrozole, 
letrozole], leuprolide acetate, tamoxifen) 

PATHOLOGIC 
DIAGNOSISa

Borderline See LCOH-6, below

See Monitoring/Follow-Up (OV-5*)

MONITORING/FOLLOW-UP

PATHOLOGIC 
DIAGNOSISa

Observe

Observe 
or 
Consider treatment as 
grade 1 (low-grade) 
serous epithelial 
carcinomah 
(See LCOH-5, above)

Borderline epithelial tumors
(LMP)a

ADJUVANT TREATMENTg

Previous surgical staging 
was comprehensivec

No invasive implants

Incomplete 
surgical stagingc

Invasive implants

See Monitoring/ 
Follow-up (LCOH-8, 
below)

See LCOH-7

*Available online, in these guidelines, at NCCN.org.

*Available online, in these guidelines, at NCCN.org.
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aSee WHO Histologic Classifi cation (OV-D*).
eSee Principles of Chemotherapy (OV-B*) and Management of Drug Reactions (OV-C*).
fConsider molecular testing for GI malignancies.

LCOH-3

aSee WHO Histologic Classifi cation (OV-D*).
cSee Principles of Surgery (OV-A*).
eSee Principles of Chemotherapy (OV-B*) and Management of Drug Reactions (OV-C*).
gStandard recommendation includes a patient evaluation by a gynecologic oncologist.
hChemotherapy (IV or IP) has not been shown to be benefi cial in ovarian borderline epithelial tumors (LMP).

         LCOH-4

Clear cell carcinoma 
of the ovary

Stage IA-C

Stage II-IV

Borderline

IV taxane/carboplatine x 3–6 cycles

Treat per Epithelial Ovarian Cancer (See OV-3)

PATHOLOGIC DIAGNOSISa

See LCOH-6

ADJUVANT TREATMENT MONITORING/FOLLOW-UP

See Monitoring/ Follow-Up (OV-5*)

Stage IA-IB

Stage IC

Stage II-IV

Mucinous 
carcinoma of 
the ovary

If not previously done:
• GI evaluationf

• Carcinoembryonic 
antigen (CEA)

Consider 
surgical 
staging

Observe

Observe
or
IV taxane/carboplatine x 3–6 cycles
or 
5-FU + leucovorin + oxaliplatin
or 
Capecitabine + oxaliplatin

Chemotherapy (See Primary 
Regimens, OV-B, 3 of 7)e 
or
5-FU + leucovorin + oxaliplatin
or 
Capecitabine + oxaliplatin

ADDITIONAL WORKUPPATHOLOGIC 
DIAGNOSISa

Borderline See LCOH-6

ADJUVANT TREATMENTe

See Monitoring/ 
Follow-Up (OV-5*)

MONITORING/
FOLLOW-UP

         LCOH-6
LCOH-5

ADJUVANT TREATMENT

Grade 1 (Low Grade)
Serous/Endometrioid 
Epithelial Carcinoma

Stage IA-IB

Stage IC-II

Stage III-IV

Observe

Observe (category 2B)
or
IV taxane/carboplatine x 3–6 cycles
or 
Hormone therapy (category 2B) 
(ie, aromatase inhibitors [anastrozole, 
letrozole], leuprolide acetate, tamoxifen) 

Chemotherapy
(See Primary Regimens, OV-B, 3 of 7)e

or 
Hormone therapy (category 2B) 
(ie, aromatase inhibitors [anastrozole, 
letrozole], leuprolide acetate, tamoxifen) 

PATHOLOGIC 
DIAGNOSISa

Borderline See LCOH-6, below

See Monitoring/Follow-Up (OV-5*)

MONITORING/FOLLOW-UP

PATHOLOGIC 
DIAGNOSISa

Observe

Observe 
or 
Consider treatment as 
grade 1 (low-grade) 
serous epithelial 
carcinomah 
(See LCOH-5, above)

Borderline epithelial tumors
(LMP)a

ADJUVANT TREATMENTg

Previous surgical staging 
was comprehensivec

No invasive implants

Incomplete 
surgical stagingc

Invasive implants

See Monitoring/ 
Follow-up (LCOH-8, 
below)

See LCOH-7

*Available online, in these guidelines, at NCCN.org.

*Available online, in these guidelines, at NCCN.org.
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Clinical trials: NCCN believes that the best management of any cancer patient is in a clinical trial. Participation in clinical trials is especially encouraged. All 
recommendations are category 2A unless otherwise indicated.

aSee WHO Histologic Classifi cation (OV-D*).
cSee Principles of Surgery (OV-A*). 
g Standard recommendation includes a patient evaluation by a 
gynecologic oncologist.

h Chemotherapy (IV or IP) has not been shown to be benefi cial in ovarian 
borderline epithelial tumors (LMP).

LCOH-7
LCOH-8

PATHOLOGIC 
DIAGNOSISa

Residual 
disease 
remaining after 
fi rst procedure

No residual disease 
remaining after fi rst 
procedure

Borderline epithelial 
tumor (LMP), 
incomplete surgical 
staginga

Fertility 
desired

If no desire 
for fertility

Observe

See 
Monitoring/ 
Follow-up 
(LCOH-8, below)

ADJUVANT TREATMENTg

No 
invasive 
implants or 
Unknown

Invasive 
implants at 
previous 
surgery

No 
invasive 
implants or 
Unknown

Invasive 
implants at 
previous 
surgery

Completion surgeryc,i and resection of 
residual disease
or
Observe (category 3) 
or 
Consider treatment as grade 1 (low-grade) 
serous epithelial carcinomai (See LCOH-5)

Observe (category 2B)
or
Completion surgeryc,i and resection of 
residual disease

Fertility-sparing surgeryc and resection of 
residual disease 
or
Observe (category 3) 
or 
Consider treatment as grade 1 (low-grade) 
serous epithelial carcinoma (See LCOH-5) 

Observe (category 2B)
or 
Fertility-sparing surgeryc and resection 
of residual diseasei

MONITORING/FOLLOW-UP

Surgical 
evaluation 
+ debulking if 
appropriate

• Visits every 3–6 mo for up to 5 y, then 
annually

• Physical exam including pelvic exam
• CA-125j or other tumor markers every 

visit if initially elevated
• After completion of childbearing in 

patients who underwent USO, consider 
completion surgery (category 2B)

• CBC, chemistry profi le as indicated
• Imaging as clinically indicated: Chest/

abdominal/pelvic CT, MRI, PET-CT, or 
PETk

• Ultrasound as indicated for patients 
with fertility-sparing surgery

Treatment as epithelial 
ovarian cancerh (See OV-3)

Observe

Invasive carcinoma 
(high grade)

Invasive implants of LMP
or 
Low-grade invasive 
carcinoma

Noninvasive disease

Clinical 
relapse

RECURRENCE THERAPYRECURRENT DISEASE

See grade 1 (low-grade) 
serous epithelial carcinomah 
(LCOH-5)

i For pathologically proven LMP, lymph node evaluation may be considered 
on a case-by-case basis.
j There are data regarding the utility of CA-125 for monitoring of ovarian 
cancer after completion of primary therapy. See The Society of Gynecologic 
Oncology (SGO) position statement and Discussion.
kImaging performed with contrast unless contraindicated.

aSee WHO Histologic Classifi cation (OV-D*).
cSee Principles of Surgery (OV-A*).
lLymphadenectomy may be omitted.
mInhibin levels can be followed if initially elevated for granulosa cell tumors 

(category 2B).

nMalignant germ cell regimens or paclitaxel/carboplatin regimens are 
preferred. See Primary Chemotherapy Regimens for Malignant Germ Cell/
Sex Cord-Stromal Tumors (OV-B, 4 of 7).

oSee Acceptable Recurrence Therapies for Malignant Germ Cell/Sex Cord-
Stromal Tumors (OV-B, 6 of 7).

LCOH-9

CLINICAL PRESENTATION/
DIAGNOSIS

ADJUVANT 
TREATMENT

RECURRENCE 
THERAPY

Malignant sex 
cord-stromal 
tumorsa

Stage IA/IC:
Fertility 
desired

All others

Stage I
Low risk

Stage II-IV

Fertility-
sparing 
surgery with 
complete 
stagingc,l

Stage I, high risk 
(eg, ruptured 
stage IC or poorly 
differentiated stage I) 
or
Intermediate risk 
(eg, heterologous 
elements)

Observem 
(category 2B) 
or
Consider platinum-
based chemotherapyn 
(category 2B)

Platinum-based 
chemotherapyn 
(category 2B)
or
RT for limited disease 
(category 2B)

If clinical relapse:
Clinical trial
or
Consider 
secondary 
cytoreductive 
surgery
or
Recurrence 
therapyo

Complete 
stagingc,l

See 
Surveillance 
(LCOH-12*)

Observen 

See 
Surveillance 
(LCOH-12*)

*Available online, in these guidelines, at NCCN.org.*Available online, in these guidelines, at NCCN.org.
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aSee WHO Histologic Classifi cation (OV-D*).
cSee Principles of Surgery (OV-A*). 
g Standard recommendation includes a patient evaluation by a 
gynecologic oncologist.

h Chemotherapy (IV or IP) has not been shown to be benefi cial in ovarian 
borderline epithelial tumors (LMP).

LCOH-7
LCOH-8

PATHOLOGIC 
DIAGNOSISa

Residual 
disease 
remaining after 
fi rst procedure

No residual disease 
remaining after fi rst 
procedure

Borderline epithelial 
tumor (LMP), 
incomplete surgical 
staginga

Fertility 
desired

If no desire 
for fertility

Observe

See 
Monitoring/ 
Follow-up 
(LCOH-8, below)

ADJUVANT TREATMENTg

No 
invasive 
implants or 
Unknown

Invasive 
implants at 
previous 
surgery

No 
invasive 
implants or 
Unknown

Invasive 
implants at 
previous 
surgery

Completion surgeryc,i and resection of 
residual disease
or
Observe (category 3) 
or 
Consider treatment as grade 1 (low-grade) 
serous epithelial carcinomai (See LCOH-5)

Observe (category 2B)
or
Completion surgeryc,i and resection of 
residual disease

Fertility-sparing surgeryc and resection of 
residual disease 
or
Observe (category 3) 
or 
Consider treatment as grade 1 (low-grade) 
serous epithelial carcinoma (See LCOH-5) 

Observe (category 2B)
or 
Fertility-sparing surgeryc and resection 
of residual diseasei

MONITORING/FOLLOW-UP

Surgical 
evaluation 
+ debulking if 
appropriate

• Visits every 3–6 mo for up to 5 y, then 
annually

• Physical exam including pelvic exam
• CA-125j or other tumor markers every 

visit if initially elevated
• After completion of childbearing in 

patients who underwent USO, consider 
completion surgery (category 2B)

• CBC, chemistry profi le as indicated
• Imaging as clinically indicated: Chest/

abdominal/pelvic CT, MRI, PET-CT, or 
PETk

• Ultrasound as indicated for patients 
with fertility-sparing surgery

Treatment as epithelial 
ovarian cancerh (See OV-3)

Observe

Invasive carcinoma 
(high grade)

Invasive implants of LMP
or 
Low-grade invasive 
carcinoma

Noninvasive disease

Clinical 
relapse

RECURRENCE THERAPYRECURRENT DISEASE

See grade 1 (low-grade) 
serous epithelial carcinomah 
(LCOH-5)

i For pathologically proven LMP, lymph node evaluation may be considered 
on a case-by-case basis.
j There are data regarding the utility of CA-125 for monitoring of ovarian 
cancer after completion of primary therapy. See The Society of Gynecologic 
Oncology (SGO) position statement and Discussion.
kImaging performed with contrast unless contraindicated.

aSee WHO Histologic Classifi cation (OV-D*).
cSee Principles of Surgery (OV-A*).
lLymphadenectomy may be omitted.
mInhibin levels can be followed if initially elevated for granulosa cell tumors 

(category 2B).

nMalignant germ cell regimens or paclitaxel/carboplatin regimens are 
preferred. See Primary Chemotherapy Regimens for Malignant Germ Cell/
Sex Cord-Stromal Tumors (OV-B, 4 of 7).

oSee Acceptable Recurrence Therapies for Malignant Germ Cell/Sex Cord-
Stromal Tumors (OV-B, 6 of 7).

LCOH-9

CLINICAL PRESENTATION/
DIAGNOSIS

ADJUVANT 
TREATMENT

RECURRENCE 
THERAPY

Malignant sex 
cord-stromal 
tumorsa

Stage IA/IC:
Fertility 
desired

All others

Stage I
Low risk

Stage II-IV

Fertility-
sparing 
surgery with 
complete 
stagingc,l

Stage I, high risk 
(eg, ruptured 
stage IC or poorly 
differentiated stage I) 
or
Intermediate risk 
(eg, heterologous 
elements)

Observem 
(category 2B) 
or
Consider platinum-
based chemotherapyn 
(category 2B)

Platinum-based 
chemotherapyn 
(category 2B)
or
RT for limited disease 
(category 2B)

If clinical relapse:
Clinical trial
or
Consider 
secondary 
cytoreductive 
surgery
or
Recurrence 
therapyo

Complete 
stagingc,l

See 
Surveillance 
(LCOH-12*)

Observen 

See 
Surveillance 
(LCOH-12*)

*Available online, in these guidelines, at NCCN.org.*Available online, in these guidelines, at NCCN.org.
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Clinical trials: NCCN believes that the best management of any cancer patient is in a clinical trial. Participation in clinical trials is especially encouraged. All 
recommendations are category 2A unless otherwise indicated.

LCOH-10

gStandard recommendation includes a patient evaluation by a gynecologic oncologist.
pSurgical principles for pediatric/young adult patients may differ from those for adult patients. See Principles of Surgery (OV-A*).

ADJVUANT TREATMENTg

Malignant 
germ cell 
tumors

Initial 
surgeryp

Prior 
surgeryp

Fertility-sparing surgery 
and comprehensive staging 
(See OV-A*)

Complete staging surgery 
(See OV-A*)

Fertility desired, then fertility-sparing 
surgery and comprehensive staging; 
fertility not desired, then completion 
staging surgery (See OV-A*)

Consider observation (category 2B) 
(See LCOH-12*)

Dysgerminoma 
or 
Grade 1 
immature 
teratoma

Embryonal, 
endodermal 
sinus tumor 
(yolk sac 
tumor), grade 
2–3 immature 
teratoma, or 
mixed histology

Positive imaging 
and positive 
tumor markers

Positive 
imaging and 
positive tumor 
markers

Negative 
imaging and 
positive tumor 
markers

Negative imaging and 
positive or negative 
tumor markers

Negative imaging 
and negative 
tumor markers

Fertility 
desired

Fertility not 
desired

Incompletely 
staged, 
consider repeat 
imaging (CT, 
MRI, PET-CT) 
as indicated

Completely staged  

See 
Treatment 
(LCOH-11)

See 
Treatment 
(LCOH-11)

Fertility desired, then fertility-sparing 
surgery and comprehensive staging; 
fertility not desired, then completion 
staging surgery with possible tumor 
reductive surgery (See OV-A*)
or
Chemotherapy (See LCOH-11)

CLINICAL PRESENTATION/DIAGNOSIS

kImaging performed with contrast unless contraindicated.
oSee Acceptable Recurrence Therapies for Malignant Germ Cell/Sex Cord-

Stromal Tumors (OV-B, 6 of 7).
qPediatric/adolescent patients with the following clinical presentations may 

consider observation or chemotherapy as treatment options: stage IA, IB 
dysgerminoma; stage IA, grade 1 immature teratoma; stage IA embryonal 
tumors; or stage IA yolk sac tumors.

rSee Primary Chemotherapy Regimens for Malginant Germ Cell Tumors 
(OV-B, 4 of 7).

sSee LCOH-1 for markers.
t High-dose chemotherapy regimens vary among institutions. Some patients 

are potentially curable with stem cell transplantation. Patients with 
potentially curable recurrent germ cell disease should be referred to a 
tertiary care institution for stem-cell transplant consultation and potentially 
curative therapy.

LCOH-11

TREATMENT MONITORING/ 
FOLLOW-UP

RECURRENT/
PERSISTENT DISEASE

PATHOLOGIC 
DIAGNOSIS

Any stage
Embryonal 
tumorq

or

Any stage 
Endodermal 
sinus tumor 
(yolk sac tumor)q

or

Stage II-IV 
Dysgerminoma

or

Stage I, grade 
2 or 3 or Stage 
II-IV Immature 
teratoma

Stage I 
Dysgerminomaq 

or

Stage I, grade 1 
Immature 
teratomaq

Chemotherapyr

Abnormal 
markers, 
defi nitive 
recurrent 
disease

Consider additional 
chemotherapyo 
(category 2B)
or
High-dose 
chemotherapyt

(category 2B) 

Observe 
(See 
LCOH-12*)

Chest/abdominal/
pelvic CTk or 
MRI as clinically 
indicated

Consider additional 
platinum-based 
chemotherapy x 2 
cycleso

Residual 
tumor on 
radiographic 
imaging; 
markers 
normals

Persistently 
elevated markerss 
with defi nitive 
residual disease

Consider 
surgical 
resection
or
Observe 
(See 
Surveillance 
LCOH-12*)

Necrotic 
tissue

Benign 
teratoma

Residual 
malignancy

Observe 
See Surveillance (LCOH-12*)

Complete 
clinical 
response

See OV-B 
(6 of 7)

Complete 
clinical 
response

Incomplete 
clinical 
response

TIP (paclitaxel/ifosfamide/cisplatin) 
or 
High-dose chemotherapyt (strongly 
recommend referral to tertiary care 
center for potentially curative regimen)

See 
Surveillance 
(LCOH-12)

Imaging as 
clinically 
indicated: 
Chest/
abdominal/
pelvic 
CT, MRI, 
PET-CT, or 
PETk

*Available online, in these guidelines, at NCCN.org.

*Available online, in these guidelines, at NCCN.org.
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LCOH-10

gStandard recommendation includes a patient evaluation by a gynecologic oncologist.
pSurgical principles for pediatric/young adult patients may differ from those for adult patients. See Principles of Surgery (OV-A*).

ADJVUANT TREATMENTg

Malignant 
germ cell 
tumors

Initial 
surgeryp

Prior 
surgeryp

Fertility-sparing surgery 
and comprehensive staging 
(See OV-A*)

Complete staging surgery 
(See OV-A*)

Fertility desired, then fertility-sparing 
surgery and comprehensive staging; 
fertility not desired, then completion 
staging surgery (See OV-A*)

Consider observation (category 2B) 
(See LCOH-12*)

Dysgerminoma 
or 
Grade 1 
immature 
teratoma

Embryonal, 
endodermal 
sinus tumor 
(yolk sac 
tumor), grade 
2–3 immature 
teratoma, or 
mixed histology

Positive imaging 
and positive 
tumor markers

Positive 
imaging and 
positive tumor 
markers

Negative 
imaging and 
positive tumor 
markers

Negative imaging and 
positive or negative 
tumor markers

Negative imaging 
and negative 
tumor markers

Fertility 
desired

Fertility not 
desired

Incompletely 
staged, 
consider repeat 
imaging (CT, 
MRI, PET-CT) 
as indicated

Completely staged  

See 
Treatment 
(LCOH-11)

See 
Treatment 
(LCOH-11)

Fertility desired, then fertility-sparing 
surgery and comprehensive staging; 
fertility not desired, then completion 
staging surgery with possible tumor 
reductive surgery (See OV-A*)
or
Chemotherapy (See LCOH-11)

CLINICAL PRESENTATION/DIAGNOSIS

kImaging performed with contrast unless contraindicated.
oSee Acceptable Recurrence Therapies for Malignant Germ Cell/Sex Cord-

Stromal Tumors (OV-B, 6 of 7).
qPediatric/adolescent patients with the following clinical presentations may 

consider observation or chemotherapy as treatment options: stage IA, IB 
dysgerminoma; stage IA, grade 1 immature teratoma; stage IA embryonal 
tumors; or stage IA yolk sac tumors.

rSee Primary Chemotherapy Regimens for Malginant Germ Cell Tumors 
(OV-B, 4 of 7).

sSee LCOH-1 for markers.
t High-dose chemotherapy regimens vary among institutions. Some patients 

are potentially curable with stem cell transplantation. Patients with 
potentially curable recurrent germ cell disease should be referred to a 
tertiary care institution for stem-cell transplant consultation and potentially 
curative therapy.

LCOH-11

TREATMENT MONITORING/ 
FOLLOW-UP

RECURRENT/
PERSISTENT DISEASE

PATHOLOGIC 
DIAGNOSIS

Any stage
Embryonal 
tumorq

or

Any stage 
Endodermal 
sinus tumor 
(yolk sac tumor)q

or

Stage II-IV 
Dysgerminoma

or

Stage I, grade 
2 or 3 or Stage 
II-IV Immature 
teratoma

Stage I 
Dysgerminomaq 

or

Stage I, grade 1 
Immature 
teratomaq

Chemotherapyr

Abnormal 
markers, 
defi nitive 
recurrent 
disease

Consider additional 
chemotherapyo 
(category 2B)
or
High-dose 
chemotherapyt

(category 2B) 

Observe 
(See 
LCOH-12*)

Chest/abdominal/
pelvic CTk or 
MRI as clinically 
indicated

Consider additional 
platinum-based 
chemotherapy x 2 
cycleso

Residual 
tumor on 
radiographic 
imaging; 
markers 
normals

Persistently 
elevated markerss 
with defi nitive 
residual disease

Consider 
surgical 
resection
or
Observe 
(See 
Surveillance 
LCOH-12*)

Necrotic 
tissue

Benign 
teratoma

Residual 
malignancy

Observe 
See Surveillance (LCOH-12*)

Complete 
clinical 
response

See OV-B 
(6 of 7)

Complete 
clinical 
response

Incomplete 
clinical 
response

TIP (paclitaxel/ifosfamide/cisplatin) 
or 
High-dose chemotherapyt (strongly 
recommend referral to tertiary care 
center for potentially curative regimen)

See 
Surveillance 
(LCOH-12)

Imaging as 
clinically 
indicated: 
Chest/
abdominal/
pelvic 
CT, MRI, 
PET-CT, or 
PETk

*Available online, in these guidelines, at NCCN.org.

*Available online, in these guidelines, at NCCN.org.
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Clinical trials: NCCN believes that the best management of any cancer patient is in a clinical trial. Participation in clinical trials is especially encouraged. All 
recommendations are category 2A unless otherwise indicated.

aSee Discussion for references.
bIV regimens may be considered for neoadjuvant therapy for epithelial ovarian cancer.
cThe published randomized trial regimen used IV continuous infusion paclitaxel over 24 h.
dDue to changes in creatinine methodology, changes regarding carboplatin dosing can be considered. See FDA carboplatin dosing statement.
eThis regimen may be considered for elderly patients or those with poor performance status.
fRecommend pulmonary function test if considering bleomycin.

Continued on OV-B 5 of 7 
(available online, in these guidelines, at NCCN.org)

Stage II-IV
•  IP/IV Regimen

Paclitaxel 135 mg/m2 IV continuous infusion over 3 or 24 hc Day 1; cisplatin 75–100 mg/m2 IP, Day 2 after IV paclitaxel; paclitaxel 60 mg/m2 
IP Day 8. Repeat every 3 weeks x 6 cycles. (category 1) 

• IV Regimens b
Paclitaxel 175 mg/m2 IV over 3 hours followed by carboplatind AUC 5–6 IV over 1 hour Day 1. Repeat every 3 weeks x 6 cycles. 
(category 1)
 Dose-dense paclitaxel 80 mg/m2 IV over 1 hour Days 1, 8, and 15 followed by carboplatind AUC 5–6 IV over 1 hour Day 1. Repeat every 
3 weeks x 6 cycles. (category 1)
Paclitaxel 60 mg/m2 IV over 1 hour followed by carboplatin AUC 2 IV over 30 minutes. Weekly for 18 weeks.e (category 1)
 Docetaxel 60–75 mg/m2 IV over 1 hour followed by carboplatind AUC 5–6 IV over 1 hour Day 1. Repeat every 3 weeks x 6 cycles. 
(category 1)
  Bevacizumab-containing regimens per ICON-7 and GOG-218: 
Paclitaxel 175 mg/m2 IV over 3 hours followed by carboplatind AUC 5–6 IV over 1 hour, and 
bevacizumab 7.5 mg/kg IV over 30–90 minutes Day 1. Repeat every 3 weeks x 5–6 cycles. Continue bevacizumab for up to 12 additional 
cycles. (category 2B) 
or
Paclitaxel 175 mg/m2 IV over 3 hours followed by carboplatind AUC 6 IV over 1 hour Day 1. Repeat every 3 weeks x 6 cycles. Starting 
Day 1 of cycle 2, give bevacizumab 15 mg/kg IV over 30–90 minutes every 3 weeks for up to 22 cycles. (category 2B) 

Additional options for the following less common histopathologies:
• Carcinosarcoma (MMMT)

Carboplatin/ifosfamide
Cisplatin/ifosfamide 
Paclitaxel/ifosfamide (category 2B)

• Mucinous tumors
5-FU/leucovorin/oxaliplatin
Capecitabine/oxaliplatin

• Grade 1 (low-grade) serous/endometrioid and borderline epithelial carcinoma
Hormone therapy (Aromatase inhibitors [ie, anastrozole, letrozole], leuprolide acetate, tamoxifen) (category 2B)

PRINCIPLES OF SYSTEMIC THERAPY (3 of 7)
Primary Chemotherapy/Primary Adjuvant Therapy Regimensa 

Ovarian/Fallopian Tube/Primary Peritoneal/Carcinosarcoma/Clear Cell/Mucinous/Borderline Epithelial/Grade 1 (Low-Grade) Serous/Endometrioid

OV-B
3 and 4 of 7

PRINCIPLES OF SYSTEMIC THERAPY (4 of 7)
Primary Chemotherapy/Primary Adjuvant Therapy Regimensa

Malignant Germ Cell/Sex Cord-Stromal Tumors
Malignant Germ Cell Tumorsa

• BEP (bleomycin, etoposide, cisplatin)f

Bleomycin 30 units per week
Etoposide 100 mg/m2 daily for days 1–5, cisplatin 20 mg/m2 daily for days 1–5
Repeat every 21 days for 3 cycles for good risk (category 2B), or 4 cycles for poor risk.

• Etoposide/carboplatina

For select patients with stage IB-III resected dysgerminoma for whom minimizing toxicity is critical, 3 cycles of etoposide/carboplatin can 
be used.
Carboplatin 400 mg/m2 on day 1 plus etoposide 120 mg/m2 on days 1, 2, and 3 every 4 weeks for 3 cycles.

Malignant Sex Cord-Stromal Tumors
• BEP (category 2B)f

• Paclitaxel/carboplatin (category 2B)

OV-B
6 of 7

nHigh-dose chemotherapy regimens vary among institutions. Some patients are potentially curable with stem cell transplantation. Patients with potentially 
curable recurrent germ cell disease should be referred to a tertiary care institution for stem-cell transplant consultation and potentially curative therapy. 

oSee WHO Histologic Classifi cation (OV-D*).

PRINCIPLES OF SYSTEMIC THERAPY (6 of 7)
Acceptable Recurrence Therapies For Malignant Germ Cell/Sex Cord-Stromal Tumors

Cytotoxic Therapy (In alphabetical order) Hormonal Therapy Targeted 
Therapy

Radiation Therapy

Malignant Germ 
Cell Tumorsn

Potentially Curative Therapy:
High-dose chemotherapyn

TIP (paclitaxel, ifosfamide, cisplatin)

Palliative Therapy Only:
Cisplatin/etoposide
Docetaxel
Docetaxel/carboplatin 
Paclitaxel
Paclitaxel/ifosfamide
Paclitaxel/carboplatin
Paclitaxel/gemcitabine
VIP (etoposide, ifosfamide, cisplatin)
VeIP (vinblastine, ifosfamide, cisplatin)
VAC (vincristine, dactinomycin, cyclophosphamide)
TIP
S upportive care only (See NCCN Supportive Care 

Guidelines, available at NCCN.org)

Palliative localized 
radiation therapy

Malignant Sex Cord-
Stromal Tumorso

Docetaxel
Paclitaxel
Paclitaxel/ifosfamide
Paclitaxel/carboplatin
VAC
S upportive care only (See NCCN Supportive Care 

Guidelines, available at NCCN.org)

Aromatase inhibitors 
(ie, anastrozole, 
letrozole)
Leuprolide acetate 
(for granulosa cell 
tumors)
Tamoxifen

Bevacizumab 
(single agent)

Palliative localized 
radiation therapy

*Available online, in these guidelines, at NCCN.org.

EOC/FTC/PPC & LCH*

*EPITHELIAL OVARIAN CANCER/FALLOPIAN TUBE CANCER/PRIMARY PERITONEAL CANCER & LESS COMMON HISTOPATHOLOGIES
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aSee Discussion for references.
bIV regimens may be considered for neoadjuvant therapy for epithelial ovarian cancer.
cThe published randomized trial regimen used IV continuous infusion paclitaxel over 24 h.
dDue to changes in creatinine methodology, changes regarding carboplatin dosing can be considered. See FDA carboplatin dosing statement.
eThis regimen may be considered for elderly patients or those with poor performance status.
fRecommend pulmonary function test if considering bleomycin.

Continued on OV-B 5 of 7 
(available online, in these guidelines, at NCCN.org)

Stage II-IV
•  IP/IV Regimen

Paclitaxel 135 mg/m2 IV continuous infusion over 3 or 24 hc Day 1; cisplatin 75–100 mg/m2 IP, Day 2 after IV paclitaxel; paclitaxel 60 mg/m2 
IP Day 8. Repeat every 3 weeks x 6 cycles. (category 1) 

• IV Regimens b
Paclitaxel 175 mg/m2 IV over 3 hours followed by carboplatind AUC 5–6 IV over 1 hour Day 1. Repeat every 3 weeks x 6 cycles. 
(category 1)
 Dose-dense paclitaxel 80 mg/m2 IV over 1 hour Days 1, 8, and 15 followed by carboplatind AUC 5–6 IV over 1 hour Day 1. Repeat every 
3 weeks x 6 cycles. (category 1)
Paclitaxel 60 mg/m2 IV over 1 hour followed by carboplatin AUC 2 IV over 30 minutes. Weekly for 18 weeks.e (category 1)
 Docetaxel 60–75 mg/m2 IV over 1 hour followed by carboplatind AUC 5–6 IV over 1 hour Day 1. Repeat every 3 weeks x 6 cycles. 
(category 1)
  Bevacizumab-containing regimens per ICON-7 and GOG-218: 
Paclitaxel 175 mg/m2 IV over 3 hours followed by carboplatind AUC 5–6 IV over 1 hour, and 
bevacizumab 7.5 mg/kg IV over 30–90 minutes Day 1. Repeat every 3 weeks x 5–6 cycles. Continue bevacizumab for up to 12 additional 
cycles. (category 2B) 
or
Paclitaxel 175 mg/m2 IV over 3 hours followed by carboplatind AUC 6 IV over 1 hour Day 1. Repeat every 3 weeks x 6 cycles. Starting 
Day 1 of cycle 2, give bevacizumab 15 mg/kg IV over 30–90 minutes every 3 weeks for up to 22 cycles. (category 2B) 

Additional options for the following less common histopathologies:
• Carcinosarcoma (MMMT)

Carboplatin/ifosfamide
Cisplatin/ifosfamide 
Paclitaxel/ifosfamide (category 2B)

• Mucinous tumors
5-FU/leucovorin/oxaliplatin
Capecitabine/oxaliplatin

• Grade 1 (low-grade) serous/endometrioid and borderline epithelial carcinoma
Hormone therapy (Aromatase inhibitors [ie, anastrozole, letrozole], leuprolide acetate, tamoxifen) (category 2B)

PRINCIPLES OF SYSTEMIC THERAPY (3 of 7)
Primary Chemotherapy/Primary Adjuvant Therapy Regimensa 

Ovarian/Fallopian Tube/Primary Peritoneal/Carcinosarcoma/Clear Cell/Mucinous/Borderline Epithelial/Grade 1 (Low-Grade) Serous/Endometrioid

OV-B
3 and 4 of 7

PRINCIPLES OF SYSTEMIC THERAPY (4 of 7)
Primary Chemotherapy/Primary Adjuvant Therapy Regimensa

Malignant Germ Cell/Sex Cord-Stromal Tumors
Malignant Germ Cell Tumorsa

• BEP (bleomycin, etoposide, cisplatin)f

Bleomycin 30 units per week
Etoposide 100 mg/m2 daily for days 1–5, cisplatin 20 mg/m2 daily for days 1–5
Repeat every 21 days for 3 cycles for good risk (category 2B), or 4 cycles for poor risk.

• Etoposide/carboplatina

For select patients with stage IB-III resected dysgerminoma for whom minimizing toxicity is critical, 3 cycles of etoposide/carboplatin can 
be used.
Carboplatin 400 mg/m2 on day 1 plus etoposide 120 mg/m2 on days 1, 2, and 3 every 4 weeks for 3 cycles.

Malignant Sex Cord-Stromal Tumors
• BEP (category 2B)f

• Paclitaxel/carboplatin (category 2B)

OV-B
6 of 7

nHigh-dose chemotherapy regimens vary among institutions. Some patients are potentially curable with stem cell transplantation. Patients with potentially 
curable recurrent germ cell disease should be referred to a tertiary care institution for stem-cell transplant consultation and potentially curative therapy. 

oSee WHO Histologic Classifi cation (OV-D*).

PRINCIPLES OF SYSTEMIC THERAPY (6 of 7)
Acceptable Recurrence Therapies For Malignant Germ Cell/Sex Cord-Stromal Tumors

Cytotoxic Therapy (In alphabetical order) Hormonal Therapy Targeted 
Therapy

Radiation Therapy

Malignant Germ 
Cell Tumorsn

Potentially Curative Therapy:
High-dose chemotherapyn

TIP (paclitaxel, ifosfamide, cisplatin)

Palliative Therapy Only:
Cisplatin/etoposide
Docetaxel
Docetaxel/carboplatin 
Paclitaxel
Paclitaxel/ifosfamide
Paclitaxel/carboplatin
Paclitaxel/gemcitabine
VIP (etoposide, ifosfamide, cisplatin)
VeIP (vinblastine, ifosfamide, cisplatin)
VAC (vincristine, dactinomycin, cyclophosphamide)
TIP
S upportive care only (See NCCN Supportive Care 

Guidelines, available at NCCN.org)

Palliative localized 
radiation therapy

Malignant Sex Cord-
Stromal Tumorso

Docetaxel
Paclitaxel
Paclitaxel/ifosfamide
Paclitaxel/carboplatin
VAC
S upportive care only (See NCCN Supportive Care 

Guidelines, available at NCCN.org)

Aromatase inhibitors 
(ie, anastrozole, 
letrozole)
Leuprolide acetate 
(for granulosa cell 
tumors)
Tamoxifen

Bevacizumab 
(single agent)

Palliative localized 
radiation therapy

*Available online, in these guidelines, at NCCN.org.

EOC/FTC/PPC & LCH*

*EPITHELIAL OVARIAN CANCER/FALLOPIAN TUBE CANCER/PRIMARY PERITONEAL CANCER & LESS COMMON HISTOPATHOLOGIES
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ments. Exceptions to the rule were discussed among 
the panel members while developing these NCCN 
Guidelines.

Epidemiology
Epithelial ovarian cancer is the leading cause of 
death from gynecologic cancer in the United States 
and is the country’s fifth most common cause of can-
cer mortality in women.6 However, LCOHs are rare 
cancers that present at an earlier age than epithelial 
ovarian cancer. The risk for borderline epithelial tu-
mors may be increased after ovarian stimulation for 
in vitro fertilization.7,8 

Family history (primarily patients having ≥2 first- 
degree relatives with ovarian cancer)—including 
linkage with BRCA1 and BRCA2 genotypes (heredi-
tary breast and ovarian cancer syndrome) or families 
affected by Lynch syndrome (hereditary nonpolyposis 
colorectal cancer syndrome)—is associated with early- 
onset disease.9–21 Lynch syndrome is associated with 
risk for endometrioid carcinomas, clear cell carcino-
mas, and papillary serous carcinomas.9–11 In women at 
high risk (with either BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutations), 
prophylactic bilateral salpingooophorectomy (BSO) 
is associated with a reduced risk for breast, ovarian, 
fallopian tube, and primary peritoneal cancers.22–27 

Occult ovarian cancer is sometimes found after 
prophylactic salpingooophorectomy, thus empha-
sizing the need for careful pathologic review of the 
ovaries and tubes (see “Risk-Reducing Salpingo-
Oophorectomy [RRSO] Protocol” in the complete 
version of these guidelines, available at NCCN.org 
[OV-A]).28–31 The risks of surgery include injury to 
the bowel, bladder, ureter, and vessels.32 

Screening 
Because of the location of the ovaries and the biol-
ogy of most epithelial cancers, it has been difficult to 
diagnose ovarian cancer at an earlier, more curable 
stage. However, evaluations of patients with newly 
diagnosed ovarian cancer have resulted in consensus 
guidelines for ovarian cancer symptoms, which may 
enable earlier identification of patients possibly at an 
increased risk of having early-stage ovarian cancer.33,34 
Symptoms suggestive of ovarian cancer include bloat-
ing, pelvic or abdominal pain, difficulty eating or feel-
ing full quickly, and urinary symptoms (urgency or 
frequency), especially if these symptoms are new and 
frequent (>12 d/mo).33 Physicians evaluating women 

with this constellation of symptoms must be cognizant 
of the possibility that ovarian pathology may be caus-
ing these symptoms.35 However, some evidence sug-
gests that the screening test using these symptoms is 
not as sensitive or specific as necessary, especially in 
those with early-stage disease.32,36–38 

Randomized data do not yet support routine 
screening for ovarian cancer in the general popula-
tion, and routine screening is not currently recom-
mended by any professional society.32,35,39–46 Some 
physicians follow-up women with high-risk factors 
(eg, BRCA mutations, family history) using cancer 
antigen 125 (CA 125) monitoring and endovagi-
nal ultrasound39; however, prospective validation of 
these tests remains elusive. 

Staging
The NCCN Guidelines for Ovarian Cancer reflect 
the importance of stage and grade of disease on prog-
nosis and treatment recommendations. Ovarian can-
cer is classified primarily as stages I to IV using the 
FIGO (International Federation of Gynecology and 
Obstetrics) and AJCC staging systems (see Table 1 
and other staging tables in the complete version of 
these guidelines, available at NCCN.org [ST-1–5]).47 
Serous ovarian cancer is now often referred to as ei-
ther low grade (most grade 1 serous tumors) or high 
grade (most grade 2 or 3 serous tumors).48–53 Patholo-
gists may use histologic grades 1, 2, or 3 for endome-
trioid carcinomas, mucinous carcinomas, and stage 
IC tumors.48 Staging for the LCOHs is performed us-
ing the ovarian cancer staging system.47 

FIGO recently updated the staging for ovar-
ian, fallopian tube, and peritoneal cancer; their new 
staging system has been approved by the AJCC (see 
“Staging” in the complete version of these guidelines 
[ST-1–5]).49,50 In the new staging guidelines, old 
stages IC, IIIA, and IV are now subdivided, and the 
old stage IIC has been eliminated. These changes 
will be included in the next edition of the AJCC 
Cancer Staging Manual (8th edition), which will be 
published in 2016 and will be effective for all cancer 
cases recorded on or after January 1, 2017. The 2016 
protocol from the College of American Pathologists 
(CAP) for ovarian cancer includes the LCOHs.48,54

Recommended Workup 
The LCOH algorithms begin after surgery and histolog-
ic diagnosis of a suspicious pelvic mass (see LCOH-1;  

Text cont. from  page 1135.
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page 1139). The recommended workup for the LCOHs 
is similar to the workup for epithelial ovarian cancer 
(see OV-1; page 1136). The NCCN Guidelines for Ep-
ithelial Ovarian Cancer begin with the management 
of an undiagnosed pelvic mass or a prior diagnosis of 
a malignant epithelial ovarian tumor. Many patients 
with this diagnosis come to NCCN Member Institu-
tions after having had previous surgery. The NCCN 
Guidelines recommend symptom management and 
best supportive care for all patients; patients should 
be referred for palliative care assessment if appropriate 
(see the NCCN Guidelines for Palliative Care, avail-
able at NCCN.org). 
Undiagnosed Pelvic Mass: The primary workup 
should include an ultrasound and/or abdominal/pelvic 
CT/MRI scan (after an abdominal/pelvic examina-
tion) and appropriate laboratory studies for a patient 
with a suspicious pelvic mass (detected on abdominal/
pelvic examination) and/or ascites, abdominal dis-
tention, and/or symptoms (ie, bloating, pelvic or ab-
dominal pain, difficulty eating or feeling full quickly, 
urinary symptoms) without other obvious sources of 
malignancy (see LCOH-1; page 1139).33,55–62 Tumor 
markers (including CA 125, inhibin, alpha fetopro-
tein [AFP], and beta-human chorionic gonadotropin 
[beta-hCG]) can be measured if clinically indicated 
to assess for LCOH and pregnancy (see “Less Com-
mon Ovarian Histopathologies,” page 1150, and 
LCOH-1, page 1139).63–65 For example, AFP levels 
should be considered to assess for germ cell tumors in 
women younger than 35 years with a pelvic mass.63–65 
Ultrasound is typically used for initial evaluation; 
however, CT is useful to assess for metastases.57 MRI 
may be useful for determining malignant potential if 
ultrasound is not reliable.61,62 CT/MRI imaging should 
be performed with contrast unless contraindicated. 
FDG-PET/CT scan may be useful for indeterminate 
lesions.66–68 

Most ovarian cancers, including the LCOHs, 
are diagnosed after pathologic analysis of a biopsy or 
surgical specimen, which may occur preoperatively, 
intraoperatively, or postoperatively. If possible, fine-
needle aspiration (FNA) should be avoided for di-
agnosing ovarian cancer in patients with presumed 
early-stage disease to prevent rupturing the cyst and 
spilling malignant cells into the peritoneal cavity; 
however, FNA may be necessary in patients with 
bulky disease who are not surgical candidates.69,70 
Other cancers that should be ruled out include 

bowel, uterine, and pancreatic cancers and lympho-
ma.71,72 Benign ovarian and nonovarian conditions 
also need to be ruled out (eg, serous cystadenoma),73 
as do metastases to the ovaries (see “Mucinous Car-
cinomas,” page 1152). 

It has been suggested that specific biomarkers 
(serum HE4 and CA 125) along with an algorithm 
(Risk of Ovarian Malignancy Algorithm [ROMA]) 
may be useful for determining whether a pelvic mass 
is malignant or benign.74,75 The FDA has approved 
the use of HE4 and CA 125 for estimating the risk for 
ovarian cancer in women with a pelvic mass, howev-
er, the NCCN Panel does not currently recommend 
the use of these biomarkers for determining the sta-
tus of an undiagnosed pelvic mass.76–79 Although no 
direct evidence exists that chest radiography or CT 
is necessary, panel members felt that it should be part 
of the overall evaluation of a patient before surgical 
staging if clinically indicated. Gastrointestinal tract 
evaluation should be done for mucinous histology to 
determine if patients have metastases to the ovary or 
primary mucinous carcinoma of the ovary (see “Mu-
cinous Carcinomas,” page 1152).80 
Prior Diagnosis of Malignancy: Patients are often re-
ferred to NCCN Member Institutions after a previous 
diagnosis of ovarian cancer through surgery or tissue 
biopsy (cytopathology). Often these patients have 
undergone cytoreductive surgery and comprehensive 
staging procedures. However, referral may occur after 
incomplete surgery and/or staging; for example, the 
uterus and/or adnexa may still be intact (see OV-2; 
page 1137). The components of surgical staging are 
listed in the algorithm (see “Principles of Surgery” in 
the complete version of these guidelines, available at 
NCCN.org [OV-A]). Identical workup procedures are 
recommended for patients with undiagnosed or diag-
nosed pelvic masses at the time of referral. Tissue diag-
nosis of metastatic sites can be considered. 

Histologic Subtypes
Epithelial ovarian cancer has 4 main histologic sub-
types:  serous, endometrioid, mucinous, and clear 
cell; however, most patients (about 70%) have se-
rous histology.3,47,51,81,82 For the 2016 update, primary 
treatment recommendations for the LCOH sub-
types—mucinous, clear cell, and grade 1 (low-grade) 
serous/endometrioid—may be different from the 
treatment recommendations for the high-grade se-
rous/endometrioid subtypes (see OV-3 and LCOH-1; 
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pages 1138 and 1139, respectively).51 Recent molec-
ular characterization of clear cell, mucinous, or grade 
1 (low-grade) tumors suggests that mutations in 
these histologies are different from those in higher-
grade tumors.83–85 Ovarian cancer can be divided into 
types 1 and 2 based on these molecular alterations. 
Data suggest that serous tumors can be categorized 
as either low grade (most grade 1 serous tumors) or 
high grade (most grade 2 or 3 serous tumors).49–53,86,87 
High-grade endometrioid tumors are difficult to 
distinguish from high-grade serous tumors.51 Grade 
1 (low-grade) serous tumors are relatively resistant 
to standard chemotherapy regimens.51,88 Pathology 
review at NCCN Member Institutions is recom-
mended for all patients. The CAP protocol is a use-
ful tool for pathology reports; it was recently revised 
for 2016.48,54 For the 2016 update, the complete his-
tologic classification from the WHO was added to 
the NCCN Guidelines (see “WHO Histologic Clas-
sification” in the complete version of these guide-
lines, available at NCCN.org [OV-D]).1 The WHO 
pathology manual is also a useful resource.1,89 

Primary Treatment 
Primary treatment for presumed ovarian cancer 
consists of appropriate surgical staging and cytore-
duction, followed in most (but not all) patients by 
systemic therapy.90–93 Neoadjuvant therapy refers to 
drugs, radiation, or other treatment that is given to 
reduce the tumor burden before cancer surgery. The 
therapeutic benefit of neoadjuvant chemotherapy 
followed by interval cytoreduction remains contro-
versial for epithelial ovarian cancer.94–101 Neoadju-
vant chemotherapy may be considered (category 1) 
for patients with bulky stage III to IV disease who are 
not surgical candidates; however, a gynecologic on-
cologist should make this assessment before neoad-
juvant chemotherapy is administered.102–108 Because 
many patients with LCOH are diagnosed after sur-
gery and/or present with early-stage disease, neoad-
juvant chemotherapy does not apply for the LCOHs. 

Initial surgery should be a comprehensive stag-
ing laparotomy, including a total abdominal hyster-
ectomy and BSO (see LCOH-1 and “Principles of 
Surgery” in the complete version of these guidelines 
[OV-A]).109–111 Based on published improved out-
comes, it is recommended (category 1) that a gyne-
cologic oncologist perform the primary surgery.112–114 
For a young patient who wishes to maintain fertility, 

a unilateral salpingooophorectomy (USO; preserving 
the uterus and contralateral ovary) may be adequate 
for select unilateral stage I tumors (stage 1A and 1C, 
but not stage 1B) and/or low-risk ovarian tumors (ie, 
early-stage, grade 1 tumors; borderline tumors; see 
LCOH-6, LCOH-9, LCOH-10; pages 1141, 1143, 
and 1144, respectively).115–120 Comprehensive stag-
ing may not be necessary for select patients, such as 
those with borderline epithelial tumors (see LCOH-
6, page 1141).

Most patients have a hysterectomy with BSO, 
omentectomy, and lymphadenectomy of suspicious/
enlarged nodes. Cytoreductive surgery is the initial 
treatment recommendation for patients with clini-
cal stage II, III, or IV disease (see OV-1, page 1136, 
and “Principles of Surgery” in the complete version 
of these guidelines, available at NCCN.org [OV-
A]).92,93,114,117,121–124 These procedures also apply to 
many of the LCOHs. Surgical cytoreduction is op-
timal if the residual tumor nodules are less than 1 
cm in maximum diameter or thickness97,111,117,125,126; 
extensive resection of upper abdominal ovarian me-
tastases is recommended for patients who can toler-
ate this surgery.123,127 In select patients, minimally 
invasive procedures may be used to assess whether 
cytoreductive surgery is feasible and to achieve cy-
toreduction.110,128–131 For young patients who will 
abruptly enter menopause after surgery, various sup-
portive care measures may be used to help decrease 
hot flashes and other symptoms.132–134 Procedures that 
may be considered for optimal surgical cytoreduc-
tion (in all stages) include radical pelvic dissection, 
bowel resection and/or appendectomy, diaphragm 
or other peritoneal surface stripping, splenectomy, 
partial hepatectomy, partial gastrectomy, or partial 
cystectomy and/or ureteroneocystostomy, cholecys-
tectomy, and/or distal pancreatectomy.123,127,135 For 
patients with incomplete previous surgery and/or 
staging, treatment recommendations are outlined in 
the algorithm (see OV-2 and LCOH-7; pages 1137 
and 1142, respectively). 

Less Common Ovarian Histopathologies
For the 2016 update, the NCCN Panel extensively 
revised the section on LCOHs. As previously men-
tioned, new algorithms for clear cell carcinoma, mu-
cinous carcinoma, and grade 1 (low-grade) serous/
endometrioid epithelial carcinoma were added to 
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the NCCN Guidelines (see LCOH-1; page 1139). 
Previously, these rare histologies had been included 
in the algorithm for epithelial ovarian cancer. Panel 
members believe there is value in identifying poten-
tial pathways for these rare histologies because of 
emerging therapeutics for specific histologies. How-
ever, there are limited data for these rare histologies 
because of their infrequency, and it will be difficult 
to acquire prospective data. Therefore, individual-
ized treatment may be the best treatment for patients 
with these rare histologies.

The complete histologic classification for ovar-
ian cancer from the WHO was added to the NCCN 
Guidelines for 2016, which includes the different 
types of LCOH (see “WHO Histologic Classification” 
in the complete version of these guidelines, available 
at NCCN.org [OV-D]).1 Other LCOHs include carci-
nosarcomas (MMMTs), borderline epithelial tumors, 
malignant sex cord-stromal tumors, and malignant 
germ cell tumors; all of these rare histologies had pre-
viously been included in the LCOH guidelines and 
were also revised for 2016. 

Recommended Workup 
Patients may obtain consultation at an NCCN Mem-
ber Institution for recommendations and treatment 
of an undiagnosed pelvic mass, or for management of 
a previously biopsied malignant ovarian tumor. Many 
such patients come to NCCN Member Institutions 
after having had previous surgery at other institu-
tions. Patients having a histologically undiagnosed 
pelvic mass should undergo evaluation and staging as 
described in the algorithm for epithelial ovarian can-
cer (see OV-1; page 1136). The diagnosis of LCOH 
is often not made until after surgery for a suspicious 
pelvic mass (see OV-3; page 1138). Therefore, the 
workup for LCOH is the same as for other types of 
ovarian cancer except that tumor markers are mea-
sured and other testing is done to determine the spe-
cific histopathology (see OV-1; page 1136). Tumor 
markers may include CA 125, inhibin, beta-hCG, 
AFP, and carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA). Wom-
en younger than 35 years with a pelvic mass should 
have AFP levels measured to assess for germ cell tu-
mors and to rule out pregnancy.63–65 A gastrointesti-
nal tract evaluation is recommended for mucinous 
histology to determine whether an occult gastroin-
testinal primary has metastasized to the ovaries.80An 
intraoperative frozen section evaluation is recom-

mended for women who would like to maintain their 
fertility (see “Surgery,” subsequent section). 

Surgery
In contrast to high-grade serous epithelial ovar-
ian cancer or MMMTs, many patients with other 
LCOHs present at an early stage. Some of the tu-
mors may be confined to one ovary. Thus, some of 
the younger patients are candidates for fertility-spar-
ing surgery, which may be performed laparoscopi-
cally (see “Principles of Surgery” in the complete 
version of these guidelines, available at NCCN.org 
[OV-A]).116,117,120,136–140 Fertility-sparing surgery may 
be performed (if technically feasible) if the intraop-
erative frozen section results are positive for malig-
nant germ cell tumors, borderline epithelial tumors, 
unilateral stage I epithelial ovarian tumors, or unilat-
eral stage I sex cord-stromal tumors.116,117,120,137–140 Pa-
tients who do not desire fertility preservation; those 
who have a clinical stage IB, II, III, or IV epithelial 
ovarian cancer; those with clinical stage IB, II, III, 
or IV sex cord-stromal tumor; or those with MMMT 
should undergo comprehensive surgical staging as 
per these guidelines (see “Principles of Surgery” in 
the complete version of these guidelines [OV-A]). 

Patients may have been referred to an NCCN Mem-
ber Institution after receiving a diagnosis of an LCOH 
tumor. The recommended initial surgical option depends 
on the specific histologic diagnosis. Often, patients have 
been comprehensively staged and have undergone cyto-
reductive surgery. However, in some instances, they are 
referred after having had incomplete staging (ie, uterus 
and/or adnexa intact, omentum not removed, surgical 
stage not documented) (see OV-2; page 1137). 

Clear Cell Carcinoma
For the 2016 update, the NCCN Ovarian Cancer Panel 
added a new algorithm for patients with clear cell car-
cinoma of the ovary (see LCOH-3; page 1140).1 Clear 
cell carcinomas are considered high-grade tumors; they 
are more common than the other LCOHs.141 Most clear 
cell carcinomas are negative for WT1 and estrogen re-
ceptors.141 Because patients are typically diagnosed with 
clear cell carcinoma after pathologic analysis of a sur-
gical specimen, the workup for suspicious or palpable 
pelvic masses is performed before surgery, as described 
in the algorithm (see OV-1; page 1136).

Primary treatment for these patients includes 
completion surgery with comprehensive staging 
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followed by postoperative therapy (see LCOH-3; 
page 1140).142 Lymphadenectomy has been shown 
to improve survival.143 The staging system for ovar-
ian and primary peritoneal cancer is also used for 
clear cell carcinomas (see Table 1 in the complete 
version of these guidelines, available at NCCN.org 
[ST-1]). Lynch syndrome is associated with risk for 
clear cell carcinomas, endometrioid carcinomas, and 
papillary serous carcinomas.9–11 For patients with 
stage IA to IC disease, recommended postoperative 
treatment is either intravenous paclitaxel/carbopla-
tin or docetaxel/carboplatin.143 Fertility-sparing sur-
gery and/or observation/monitoring are options for 
patients with unilateral clear cell borderline tumors 
(see LCOH-6; page 1141). For patients with stage II 
to IV clear cell carcinoma, postoperative treatment 
is similar to that recommended for epithelial ovarian 
cancer. Patients with advanced clear cell carcinoma 
have a poor prognosis.142,143 

Mucinous Carcinomas
For the 2016 update, the NCCN Panel added a new 
algorithm for mucinous carcinoma of the ovary (see 
LCOH-4; page 1140).1 Patients with mucinous carci-
noma of the ovary are often diagnosed with early-stage 
disease and have a good prognosis; the 5-year disease-
free survival is approximately 80% to 90%.80,144 Mu-
cinous tumors are unusual because they may be very 
large cystic masses that may fill the entire abdominal 
pelvic cavity; this presentation often suggests muci-
nous histology. Patients with mucinous tumors typi-
cally present at a younger age (20–40 years) than 
women with high-grade serous ovarian cancer. 

Patients are typically diagnosed with mucinous 
carcinoma after surgery for a suspicious pelvic mass 
(see OV-3; page 1138). Therefore, the initial work-
up is the same as for other types of ovarian cancer 
(see OV-1; page 1136). Primary treatment for these 
patients includes completion surgery with compre-
hensive staging followed by postoperative therapy 
or observation (see LCOH-4; page 1140).80 An ap-
pendectomy is also recommended at primary surgery 
in patients with suspected or confirmed mucinous 
ovarian tumors. The staging system for ovarian and 
primary peritoneal cancer is also used for mucinous 
carcinomas (see Table 1 in the complete version of 
these guidelines [ST-1]). 

The additional workup includes a gastrointesti-
nal tract evaluation and CEA level for patients with 

mucinous histology to determine whether patients 
have either an occult gastrointestinal primary that 
has metastasized to the ovaries or primary mucinous 
carcinoma of the ovaries (see OV-1; page 1136).80 Me-
tastases to the ovaries are more common, and primary 
mucinous tumors of the ovaries are uncommon; it is 
difficult to distinguish between metastatic adenocar-
cinomas to the ovaries and primary mucinous carci-
nomas.145–147 PAX8 immunostaining may be useful.145

Postoperative observation and monitoring are 
recommended for patients with stage IA or IB muci-
nous tumors, because most of these tumors are benign 
or borderline.80,141 Fertility-sparing surgery is an op-
tion for patients with a unilateral mucinous border-
line tumor (see LCOH-6; page 1141). For patients 
with stage IC mucinous carcinomas, postoperative 
options include (1) observation; (2) intravenous 
carboplatin with either paclitaxel or docetaxel; (3) 
5-FU/leucovorin/oxaliplatin (gastrointestinal regi-
men); or (4) capecitabine/oxaliplatin (gastrointes-
tinal regimen).80 Some clinicians feel the gastroin-
testinal regimens are appropriate, because mucinous 
carcinomas of the ovary are similar to gastrointesti-
nal tumors.148 For patients with stages II to IV muci-
nous carcinomas, postoperative options include (1) 
chemotherapy using the regimens for epithelial ovar-
ian cancer; (2) 5-FU/leucovorin/oxaliplatin (gastro-
intestinal regimen); or (3) capecitabine/oxaliplatin 
(gastrointestinal regimen). 

Grade 1 (Low-Grade) Serous/Endometrioid 
Epithelial Carcinomas
For the 2016 update, the NCCN Panel added a 
new algorithm for grade 1 (low-grade) endometri-
oid serous/endometrioid epithelial carcinomas (see 
LCOH-5; page 1141).1 Endometrioid carcinomas 
may be associated with endometriosis.149,150 Endo-
metrioid adenocarcinomas are usually positive for 
cytokeratin 7 (CK7), PAX8, CA 125, and estrogen 
receptors; metastatic colorectal adenocarcinomas are 
usually positive for CK20, CEA, and CDX2.141 Endo-
metrioid tumors are also very similar in appearance 
to sex cord-stromal tumors.141 Lynch syndrome is as-
sociated with risk for endometrioid carcinomas, clear 
cell carcinomas, and serous carcinomas.9–11 

Patients with grade 1 (low-grade) serous carci-
nomas may present with more advanced disease, but 
they often have more indolent disease and present at 
a younger age than those with high-grade serous carci-
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nomas.88,151 Serous carcinomas are usually positive for 
WT1 and estrogen receptors.141 Primary treatment for 
these patients includes completion surgery with com-
prehensive staging followed by postoperative therapy 
or observation; patients are typically diagnosed after 
surgery (see OV-3; page 1138).88 Fertility-sparing sur-
gery is an option for patients with serous and endome-
trioid borderline tumors (see LCOH-6; page 1141).1 
Some clinicians feel that neoadjuvant therapy should 
not be recommended for patients with grade 1 (low-
grade) serous carcinomas, because they often respond 
poorly to chemotherapy.88 

Postoperative observation and monitoring are 
recommended for patients with stage IA or IB dis-
ease. For patients with stage IC to II disease, postop-
erative options include (1) intravenous carboplatin 
with either paclitaxel or docetaxel; (2) observation 
(category 2B); or (3) hormone therapy including 
anastrozole, letrozole, leuprolide, or tamoxifen (cat-
egory 2B for all hormone therapy). Postoperative 
options for patients with stage III to IV disease in-
clude (1) first-line chemotherapy regimens used for 
epithelial ovarian cancer; or (2) hormone therapy 
(category 2B) as previously described (see OV-B, 3 
of 7; page 1146).88,152–154 

Malignant Germ Cell Tumors
These malignant tumors include dysgerminomas, 
immature teratomas, embryonal tumors, and endo-
dermal sinus (yolk sac) tumors (see LCOH-10; page 
1144).1 They mainly occur in girls, adolescents, and 
younger women who are often diagnosed with stage 
I disease; the median age at diagnosis is 16 to 20 
years.155,156 Germ cell tumors are the predominant 
ovarian tumor in this age group.157 The recommend-
ed workup may include pulmonary function studies 
if bleomycin is being considered (see OV-B, 4 of 7; 
page 1146).63,158 In young women (<35 years of age) 
with a pelvic mass, AFP levels can indicate the pres-
ence of germ cell tumors.63–65 Gonadal dysgenesis is a 
risk factor for germ cell tumors.157 Women with ma-
lignant germ cell tumors have an excellent progno-
sis. After appropriate treatment, the 5-year survival 
rate is more than 85%.155,159,160 
Treatment: Completion surgery with comprehensive 
staging is recommended as initial surgery for patients 
who do not desire fertility preservation (see LCOH-10;  
page 1144).157 The staging system for ovarian and 
primary peritoneal cancer is also used for malignant 

germ cell tumors (see Table 1 in the complete ver-
sion of these guidelines, available at NCCN.org [ST-
1]). After comprehensive surgical staging, observa-
tion with monitoring is recommended for patients 
with stage I dysgerminoma or stage I, grade 1 imma-
ture teratoma.161 Surgery for children or adolescents 
may differ from that for adult women (see “Principles 
of Surgery” in the complete version of these guide-
lines [OV-A]). In children or adolescents with early-
stage germ cell tumors, comprehensive staging may 
be omitted.162,163 If these patients have had incom-
plete surgical staging, recommended options depend 
on the type of tumor, the results of imaging and tu-
mor marker testing (eg, AFP, beta-hCG), the age of 
the patient, and whether the patient desires fertility 
preservation (see LCOH-10; page 1144). Fertility-
sparing surgery should be considered for those de-
siring fertility preservation, regardless of stage (see 
LCOH-10; page 1144).120,156,160,164–166 Patients who 
chose fertility-sparing surgery should be monitored 
by ultrasound examinations if necessary; comple-
tion surgery (category 2B) should be considered after 
childbearing is finished. 

After surgery, observation with surveillance is 
the recommended option for patients with stage I 
dysgerminoma or stage I, grade 1 immature teratoma 
based on European and pediatric reports.167–170 Ob-
servation or chemotherapy may be considered for 
children or adolescents with select stage IA or IB 
tumors (see LCOH-11; page 1145).156,167,169,171–173 For 
patients with stage II to IV malignant dysgerminomas 
or immature teratomas, postoperative chemotherapy 
is recommended (see OV-B, 4 of 7; page 1146). 

Postoperative chemotherapy for 3 to 4 cycles 
with bleomycin/etoposide/cisplatin (BEP) (cat-
egory 2B for 3 vs 4 cycles) is recommended for (1) 
any stage embryonal tumors or endodermal sinus tu-
mors; (2) stages II to V dysgerminoma; or (3) stage 
I, grade 2 to 3, or stage II to IV immature teratoma 
(see OV-B, 4 of 7; page 1146).158,174–176 If consider-
ing the use of bleomycin, pulmonary function tests 
are recommended.158,159 The 4-cycle BEP regimen is 
recommended (category 2A) as the standard regi-
men. Although most clinicians avoid a 3-week BEP 
regimen, some feel that a 3-week BEP regimen (3 
cycles) may be useful in patients with low-risk or 
stage 1 disease, although this is a category 2B recom-
mendation; the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer 
Center criteria can be used to identify tumors that 
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are low risk.167,177–184 In select patients with stage IB 
to III dysgerminoma for whom minimizing toxicity 
is critical, 3 courses of etoposide/carboplatin can be 
used (carboplatin, 400 mg/m2 [area under the curve, 
≈5–6] on day 1 plus etoposide, 120 mg/m2 on days 
1–3 every 4 weeks for 3 courses).185 Dose reductions 
or delays are not recommended even in the setting 
of neutropenia. 

Surveillance recommendations for germ cell 
tumors are described in the algorithm (see “Sur-
veillance for Malignant Germ Cell and Sex Cord-
Stromal Tumors” in the complete version of these 
guidelines, available at NCCN.org [LCOH-12]).186 
Patients experiencing a complete clinical response 
after chemotherapy should be observed clinically ev-
ery 2 to 4 months with AFP and beta-hCG levels (if 
initially elevated) for 2 years. For those with abnor-
mal markers and definitive recurrent disease, options 
(category 2B) include (1) high-dose chemothera-
py187 or (2) consider additional chemotherapy (see 
OV-B, 6 of 7; page 1147). Referral of these patients 
to a tertiary care center for stem cell transplant con-
sultation and potentially curative therapy is strongly 
recommended. Several case reports suggest that pa-
tients who have received chemotherapy for germ cell 
tumors may later present with growing teratoma syn-
drome.188–191 
Residual or Recurrent Disease: For patients having 
radiographic evidence of residual tumor (after sur-
gery and chemotherapy) but with normal AFP and 
beta-hCG, consider surgical resection of the tumor; 
observation with monitoring is also an option. Clini-
cal judgment should be used regarding the frequency 
of imaging.192 Further options depend on which find-
ings are present: residual malignancy, benign tera-
toma, or necrotic tissue (see LCOH-11; page 1145). 
For patients with definitive residual disease and with 
persistently elevated AFP and/or beta-hCG after 
first-line chemotherapy, recommendations include 
paclitaxel/ifosfamide/cisplatin (TIP)193 or high-dose 
chemotherapy. Referral to a tertiary care center for 
potentially curative treatment is strongly recom-
mended.194 There are small series but no major trials 
in adult patients. 

Patients with recurrent or residual malignan-
cy after multiple chemotherapeutic regimens may 
be treated with a recurrence modality, including 
TIP, vincristine/dactinomycin/cyclophosphamide 
(VAC), vinblastine/ifosfamide/cisplatin (VeIP), 

etoposide/ifosfamide/cisplatin (VIP), cisplatin/eto-
poside, docetaxel/carboplatin, paclitaxel/carbopla-
tin, paclitaxel/gemcitabine, paclitaxel/ifosfamide, 
docetaxel, paclitaxel, high-dose chemotherapy, ra-
diotherapy, or supportive care only (see OV-B, 6 of 
7 page 1147).180,194–198 Most of the combination che-
motherapy regimens are recommended as palliative 
options for patients with recurrent or residual disease 
who have no curative options. These recurrence 
regimens (see OV-B, 6 of 7 page 1147) are not gen-
eralizable for all of the uncommon histology tumors; 
therefore, patients should be referred to tertiary care 
institutions for treatment. 

Malignant Sex Cord-Stromal Tumors 
Malignant sex cord-stromal tumors are rare and in-
clude granulosa cell tumors (most common) and Ser-
toliLeydig cell tumors; they are typically associated 
with a good prognosis.199,200 Most patients with granu-
losa tumors present with early-stage disease; the dis-
ease is typically indolent.201 For the 2016 update, the 
complete histologic classification for ovarian cancer 
from the WHO was added to the NCCN Guidelines, 
which includes the different types of sex cord-stromal 
tumors and whether they are benign or malignant (see 
“WHO Histologic Classification” in the complete 
version of these guidelines [OV-D]).1 The staging sys-
tem for ovarian and primary peritoneal cancer is also 
used for sex cord-stromal tumors (see Table 1 in the 
complete version of these guidelines [ST-1]). 

Patients with stage IA or IC sex cord-stromal 
tumors desiring to preserve their fertility should be 
treated with fertility-sparing surgery (see LCOH-9; 
page 1143).201–204 Although complete staging is rec-
ommended for all other patients, lymphadenectomy 
may be omitted for patients with stage IA or IC tu-
mors.205 For patients who choose fertility-sparing 
surgery, completion surgery (category 2B) should be 
considered after childbearing is finished. Postopera-
tive options in the NCCN Guidelines have category 
2B recommendations (see LCOH-9; page 1143).202 
For patients with high-risk stage I tumors (tumor 
rupture, stage 1C, poorly differentiated tumor, and 
tumor size >10–15 cm206), postoperative recommen-
dations (all are category 2B) include observation or 
consideration of platinum-based chemotherapy (see 
LCOH-9 and OV-B, 4 of 7; pages 1143 and 1146, 
respectively).207 Those with surgical findings of low-
risk stage I tumor (ie, without high-risk features) 
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should be observed (see “Surveillance for Maligan-
ant Germ Cell and Sex Cord-Stromal Tumors” in 
the complete version of these guidelines, available 
at NCCN.org [LCOH-12]). For patients with gran-
ulosa cell tumors who are undergoing observation, 
inhibin levels can be followed if they were initially 
elevated (category 2B). For patients with stage II to 
IV tumors, recommended options (all are category 
2B) include RT for limited disease or platinumbased 
chemotherapy (BEP or paclitaxel/carboplatin regi-
mens are preferred) (see LCOH-9 and OV-B, 4 of 7; 
pages 1143 and 1146, respectively).208–211 

Surveillance recommendations for malignant 
sex cord-stromal tumors are provided in the algo-
rithm, which are based on the Society of Gyneco-
logic Oncology recommendations (see “Surveillance 
for Malignant Germ Cell and Sex Cord-Stromal 
Tumors” in the complete version of these guidelines 
[LCOH-12]).186 Prolonged surveillance is recom-
mended for granulosa cell tumors, because they can 
recur years later (eg, 30 years).165,199,200,212 For patients 
with stage II to IV tumors who subsequently experi-
ence a clinical relapse, options include a clinical trial 
or recurrence therapy (see LCOH-9 and OV-B, 6 of 
7; pages 1143 and 1147, respectively).200,212–215 Cyto-
toxic recurrence therapy includes docetaxel, pacli-
taxel, paclitaxel/ifosfamide, paclitaxel/carboplatin, 
and VAC. Hormone recurrence therapy includes 
aromatase inhibitors, leuprolide, and tamoxifen. 
Note that single-agent bevacizumab or leuprolide is 
an option for patients with recurrent granulosa cell 
tumors.215,216 Secondary cytoreductive surgery may 
also be considered. Palliative localized RT may also 
be useful. 

Carcinosarcomas (MMMTs)
MMMTs are rare tumors with a poor prognosis; they 
are the most aggressive tumors in the algorithm (see 
LCOH-2; page 1139).217–220 Most pathologists now 
consider MMMTs to be a variant of poor-risk, poorly 
differentiated epithelial ovarian cancer (metaplastic 
carcinoma).221 Patients with MMMTs are not can-
didates for fertility-sparing surgery regardless of age. 
The staging system for ovarian and primary perito-
neal cancer is also used for MMMTs (see Table 1 in 
the complete version of these guidelines [ST-1]).219 

Optimal surgical debulking is recommended for 
patients with MMMTs (see “Principles of Surgery” 
in the complete version of these guidelines [OV-

A]).219,222–224 After complete surgical staging, sev-
eral postoperative chemotherapy regimens are rec-
ommended for patients with stage I to IV MMMT. 
Patients with stage I to IV MMMT may be treated 
as per epithelial ovarian cancer (see OV-3; page 
1138).221,225–230 The intraperitoneal chemotherapy 
regimen described for ovarian cancer can be used for 
select patients with MMMT. For the 2016 update, 
the NCCN Panel also added 3 new postoperative 
chemotherapy options for patients with stage I to 
IV MMMT: cisplatin/ifosfamide (category 2A), car-
boplatin/ifosfamide (category 2A), and paclitaxel/
ifosfamide (category 2B).217,221,225,231 After treatment, 
the surveillance and follow-up recommendations for 
epithelial ovarian cancer are also used for MMMTs. 

Borderline Epithelial Tumors (Low Malignant 
Potential Tumors)

Diagnosis: The terms for borderline epithelial tu-
mors (also known as low malignant potential tumors or 
atypical proliferative tumors) have changed over the 
years.141 The 2016 CAP cancer protocol for ovarian 
cancer uses “borderline” and does not use “low ma-
lignant potential.”48 Borderline epithelial tumors are 
typically serous or mucinous; other histologic sub-
types can also occur (see “WHO Histologic Classi-
fication” in the complete version of these guidelines 
[OV-D]).1,136 A borderline tumor is a primary epithe-
lial lesion with cytologic characteristics suggesting 
malignancy but without frank invasion and with a 
clinically indolent course and good prognosis.232,233 
The 5-year survival rate exceeds 80%.234 In contrast 
to patients with frankly invasive ovarian carcinoma, 
women with borderline epithelial tumors tend to be 
younger, are often diagnosed with stage I disease, and 
are candidates for fertility-sparing surgery.235,236 

Borderline epithelial tumors are rare tumors and 
are managed differently from high-grade carcinomas 
(see LCOH-6; page 1141).136,237 The characteristic 
pathologic hallmark of typical epithelial ovarian 
cancer is the identification of peritoneal implants, 
which microscopically and/or macroscopically in-
vade the peritoneum. A borderline epithelial tumor 
has the visual appearance of peritoneal carcinomato-
sis. However, microscopic evaluation fails to reveal 
evidence of frank invasion by the tumor nodules, 
although rarely invasive implants (which continue 
to be consistent with the diagnosis of borderline epi-
thelial lesions) can be identified microscopically by 
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the pathologist. 
Treatment: Surgery is the primary treatment for bor-
derline epithelial tumors, including standard ovarian 
cancer debulking surgery or fertility-sparing surgery, 
depending on the surgical evaluation and other fac-
tors as discussed in the subsequent paragraphs (see 
“Principles of Surgery” in the complete version of 
these guidelines, available at NCCN.org [OV-A]).238 
Treatment guidelines for borderline epithelial tumors 
depend on the histologic and clinical characteristics, 
the age of the patient,236 and whether invasive im-
plants are present. Patients should be evaluated by 
a gynecologic oncologist. At NCCN Member Insti-
tutions, patients may be initially evaluated with an 
undiagnosed pelvic mass or with an established di-
agnosis of borderline epithelial tumor. NCCN panel 
members are less likely to recommend aggressive 
treatment after surgery; observation is one of several 
possible approaches (see LCOH-6; page 1141).136,239 
Although the staging system for epithelial ovarian 
cancer is used for borderline epithelial tumors, the 
NCCN Guidelines use the presence or absence of 
invasive implants to determine the need for postop-
erative therapy (see LCOH-6; page 1141). 

Patients with a borderline epithelial tumor who 
desire to maintain their fertility may undergo surgery 
limited to a USO (preserving the uterus, contralateral 
ovary, and contralateral fallopian tube) with resection 
of residual disease.116,117,240 If the patient does not de-
sire fertility-sparing surgery, standard ovarian cancer 
debulking surgery and resection of residual disease 
are recommended. Data do not show increased sur-
vival with lymphadenectomy and omentectomy for 
borderline epithelial tumor, although upstaging does 
occur.241,242 For the 2016 update, the NCCN Panel de-
leted the recommendation for comprehensive surgical 
staging (category 2B); lymph node evaluation may be 
considered on a case-by-case basis. 

For patients with a known borderline epithelial 
tumor who had incomplete previous surgery and/or 
were incompletely staged at the time of their initial 
laparotomy, recommendations depend on whether 
invasive implants are present and whether fertility 
preservation is desired (see LCOH-7; page 1142). 
Patients who want to preserve their fertility should 
undergo fertility-sparing surgery and resection of re-
sidual disease. Some clinicians feel that the appear-
ance of invasive implants on the peritoneal surfaces 
in patients with borderline epithelial tumors portends 

a less favorable prognosis; therefore, postoperative 
chemotherapy with the same regimens used for grade 
1 (low-grade) serous epithelial ovarian cancer can 
be considered for these patients (see LCOH-5 and 
LCOH-7; pages 1141 and 1142, respectively).235,236,243 
For the 2016 update, the NCCN Panel revised this 
recommendation for postoperative chemotherapy to 
category 2A (from category 2B); intravenous carbo-
platin with either docetaxel or paclitaxel is recom-
mended. However, the benefit of chemotherapy, ei-
ther intraperitoneal or intravenous, is controversial 
in patients with borderline epithelial tumors. The 
significance of invasive implants remains under in-
vestigation.136,244 The benefit of postoperative che-
motherapy has not been demonstrated for patients 
who have no microscopically demonstrable invasive 
implants.245 Although observation is an option for all 
patients, it is a category 3 recommendation for pa-
tients with invasive implants and a category 2B rec-
ommendation for those without invasive implants; 
these recommendations were revised for the 2016 
update (see LCOH-7; page 1142). 
Follow-up: Treatment recommendations after surgery 
depend on the presence or absence of invasive im-
plants. The initial therapeutic approach for patients 
having invasive implants may include treatment with 
the same chemotherapeutic regimens used for grade 
1 (low-grade) serous epithelial ovarian cancer, or ob-
servation (category 3) (see LCOH-6; page 1141).244 
Patients with no invasive implants may be observed 
(category 2B) and monitored (see LCOH-8; page 
1142).235,246 Patients who chose fertility-sparing sur-
gery should be monitored by ultrasound examinations 
if necessary. After childbearing is completed, comple-
tion surgery should be considered (category 2B).136 
Relapse: At the time of clinical relapse, surgical 
evaluation and debulking are recommended if appro-
priate. For the 2016 update, the NCCN Panel revised 
the algorithm by clarifying the recommendations for 
low-grade and high-grade disease. Patients who have 
low-grade invasive carcinoma or invasive implants 
from borderline epithelial tumors may be treated as 
per patients with grade 1 (low-grade) serous epithe-
lial ovarian cancer; those with high-grade invasive 
carcinoma may be treated as per patients with epi-
thelial ovarian cancer (see LCOH-5 and LCOH-8; 
pages 1141 and 1142, respectively). Observation is 
recommended for those with noninvasive disease. 
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